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Tuition hike saves college budgets
~~~~~!rWlneton

The $1.2 million generated

by this semester's tuition
increase has done much to
restore slashed departmental
budgets, administrators said.
But they also said the money
is only a temporary balm, and
may not mean much if the
University's budget situation
doesn't improv~.
Ernie Lewis, associate vice
president for campus affairs,
said the l8-percent tuition
increase helped coileges buy
mucb-needoo office supplies
and pay their phone bills.

"The i'1crease didn't do Gov. James R. Thompson cut
everythir.g we wanted it to do, state higher ePucation spenbutitwasveryhelp;11l,"J.ewis dingby4percent.
said.
Micnael Youngblood,
Se said, "We need a tax associaie tiean of the College of
increase to solve our Communkations and Fine
budgetary problems. The Arts t:aid the college's
tuition increase was a step in academic units were able to
the right direction, but it put money back into office
missed the mark by a long supplies, telecommunications'
shot."
and travelaecounts.
Thirty-three percent of the
"The increase has really
acadE.rrJc affairs budget was been an immense hE>lp. It's
restored by the tuiti9D in- unfortunate that the parents
crease, Lewis said.
and students have to take up
The increas~ for each the burden, but it was
department was proportionate nP.CeSSary," Youngblood said.
to the budget cut it took after
Kenneth
Tempelmeyer,

dean of the College of
Enghleering and Tecbnolog:'f,
said the tuition bcrease ~
help the School of Electrical
Engineering
remodel
laboratory facilities.' The
improved labs will ile!P ~
college meet accreditation
standards.
"The lab renovatioos will be
our first priority," Ternpelmeyer said. The increase
also helped pay for the purchase of new laboratory
equipment, office supplies and
will help pay student worker
wages, he said.
Kerneill Peterson, dean of

li!lrary affairS, said tOO library
was able to restore funding for
office supplies and contractual
services.
"We took nO cut on library
materials, Peterson said. "We
just rlidn't think. 11'"' could
sustain that."
The library is continuing its
decrease of new material
purchases. ''There is still a
shortfall, we are still cutting
back on new purc:hasb;"
Petersonsaid.
.
"None of us like to see an
increase in tuition, hutit was a
See TumON,Page5

Board to hear sides
in Bible quote case
By Dana DeBeaumont
Staff Writer

the civil rights of the clillciren
in his classes.
Robert Sberman, national
The Carbondale elementary
school board will bear both spokesperson for American
sides in a dispute over a Atheists, will accompany
teacher's right to quote the Stivers to the meeting.
Bible at '1 p.m. tonight in the Sherman said ~e will make a
Brush Administrative Center, presentation to the public
before the executive session.
4OOW.MonroeSt.
Individuals will have the
The closed session will be
op~tunity to voice their held togive the board a chance
opInions in an open meeting. . to bear the· complaints
At 8:30 p.m. the board will go themselves tather than:
into a closed executive session
to bear '-eomplaints from both
BOARD,Page 5 .
sides,' Larry.:Jacuber,
superintendent· of the Car-.
bondale Elementary Schools Gus Bode
Distric*No. 95, said.
Curtis Caldwell, an SIU-C
master's student in linguistics,
claims his civil ~ts were
violated when he was asked
not to quote the Bible while
substitute teaching at Lincoln
Junior High School.
JOhn Stivers, parent of two
junior high school students and
graduate student in higher Gu. say. something'. wrong
education, said Caldwell when you can't tell H they're
violated constitutional law and preachln' or teachIn'•
<
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t

No problem
Damon Frugoll, sophomore In radiotelevision, and Renee Bochantln.
sophomore In public relations relax as

nurse Lynnette Thomas draws blood
Wednesday at the Red Cross Blood DrIve
being held In the Student Center this week.
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N. J. high court rules surrogacy for pay,· illegal
TRENTON, N.J. ell-I) The state Supreme Court ruled

Wednesday that surrogate
motherbood for pay is illegal
"and perhaps criminal," but
!'efused to return Baby M to
Mary Beth Whitehead Gould,
who fought to reclaim the
daughter she bore for a
childless couple.
The court did, boweve:r,
restore Whitehead GOI;Jd's
right to visits with her

This Moming
House rejects
aid to Contras
-Page 7
Kennedy gains
Senate confirmation
...,~ Page 22
SaJuki women
to battle N. Iowa
-Sports20
Flumes, mid 20&.

child. said she was
"grateful" that,· although she
did not win custody, the New
Jersey high court recognized
. her as the JegaJ mother of her
daughter.
''I .did nqi begin this as a
public crusade," said
Whitehead Gould, the natioo's
first surrogate mother to go to
trial asking to back out of a
contract to give up her infant
to a childless couple.
her fourth

Surrogate mother case examined
-Page 6
daughter, the nearly 2-year-old
child whose birth sparked
worldwide debate on the
morality of surrogate
motherhood.
A weeping but smiling and
happy Mary Beth Whitehead

Gould said she is satisfied. She
said she will Dot appeal the
unanimous decision to the U.S.
Supreme Court and will end
her baWe for custody.
Whitehead Gould, recently
remarried and pregnant with

"But I am gratified to see
that surrogacy has been
discredited and delighted to
know that my relationship with

my daughter will continue for
the rest of our lives," she said
at a news eonfere.nce with her
lawyers.
Lawyers for William and
Elizabeth Stern, the childless
Tenafly, N.J., couple who
See CASE, Page 5

Suspect in home inva'sion caught
By John Mohler
StaffWriler
A former University student

wantd in Springfield on
charges of home invasion was
arrested by Carbondale police
Tuesday night at Heritage
Motel,l209 W. Main St., police
reports said.
The arrest ended a statewide
search by police and FBI
agents for John A. Finley, 25,
of 1612 N. Eighth St. in
Springfield and RR 6 in Carbohdale.
Charges against Finley were
filed by the parents of Lakshmi

Karri, 21, of 2212 Cloverfield
Lane, Springfield. Karri's
parents told police that Finley
abducted Karri after breaking
into their house.
However, Karri has filed no
charges herself, Leo Zappa. of
the Springfield state's attorney's office said. Kam and
Finley may have been planning to marry, he said.
"It looks as though she went
on her own free will," Zappa
said.
Finley and Karri were
acquaintances for at least five
months, Finley's brother Paul,

Springfield Wednesday afa Carbondale resident, said.
Zappa said Karri, an Indian, ternoon.
was to marry an Indian man
Police said Finley entered
through a traditional arranged the Karri residence Monday,
marriage and that her parents wielding a wooden board after
were "not too crazy about her Karri's parents twice refused
marrying an American."
to let him see Karri.
Finley was taken io Jackson
Karri's mother told police
County Jail and later released Finley had thrown a brick
on $25,000 bond to !Appear in through a window and
Springfield for his arraign- threatened her and her
ment, Zappa said. A court date daughter thrwgh a locked
.has not been set.
bathroom door upon entering
Finley was arrested without the residence.
a struggle and Karri was
Fink'Y forced Karri out of
unharmed, police said. Zappa the hoose and into his car,
said Karri had not returned to Karri's mother told police.
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all for info N. Korea names remains
*""A Travel Servic of 2 MIAs, keeps them
SEOUL, South Korea (UPI) - North Korea for Ule fitst time
bas identified two American soldiers missing siDce the Korean
~** ••• ******* ••
War but bas refused to release their remains, citing slander by

B
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the United States. A U.S. general said North Korea refused to
release the remains because of recent U.s. condemnation of
North Korea for its alleged bombing of a (South) Korean Air
jetliner with 115 people aboard on Nov. 29. In reaction to the
bombin&, Wasbingtoo placed North Korea 011 the U.s. list of
terrorist natioos last month. Pyonyang quickly said it would not
band over any remains of missing American servicemen.

:

Three union members arrested for hotel fire

lit_

SAN JUAN, Puerto Rico (UPD ..;.. Authorities arrested a local
Teamsters off'tcial and two uniOD members before dawn Wednesday and charged them with f1l counts of first-4egree murder,
plus other charges of arson, sowing de5tructioo, and conspiracy
m COIlIleCti.on with the 1986 Dupont Plaza Hotel fire. The fire, the
second worst hotel fire in U.S. history, was set by three botel
employees Dec. 31, 1986. The f'lre was set after union botel
workers voted to reject a management proposal for a new
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Unrest continues, Israel hints at negotiations

-Corona IHr'1.00

~ILWAD, Israeli~pied West Bank (UPI> - Israeli troops
shot and wounded six Arabs, including three teenagers, Wed-

eCancun Coolers .75C

during unrelenting violence in the occupied areas despite
- the-scenes moves toward negotiati0D5 on Palestinian
self-rule. The negotiations would be an outgrowth of the 1978
Camp Dllvid accords, which pledged autonomy for the
Palestinians in the occupied West Bank and Gaza Strip within
five years after local elee.ted counci1s were set up in those areas
to replace Israeli military administrators.
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India adds Soviet nuclear submarine tl) fleet
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NEW DELHI, India (UPI> - India accepted
Wed! nesday of a Soviet nuclear-powered. submarine, becoming the
, first developing nation to possess a nuclear submarine. India is
involved in a military expansion program and the submarine is

widely viewed as ~ of a plan to build a large ocean-gomg fleet.
The Defense Ministry bas said only that the vessel will be used
for four years for training purposes and does not carry nuclear
weapoos., ..

Officials say INF treaty requires more work
WASHINGTON (UPl) - The INF Treaty under consideration
in the Senate is flawed enough to require
otiation with the
Soviets despite coocerns such a move
the pact, exgovernment arms control experts said Wednesday. They said the
treaty does not eliminate production of all stages of Soviet SS-20

~

.missiles or do away with their launchers•.

Secret memo links Meese, Iraqi pipeline deal
WASHINGTON (UP!) - The secret memo to Attorney
General Edwin Meese from his 10Dgtime friend and associate is

~the..!::~r::=:~n~s$~==f!~~

Labor Party, sources close to the investigation said Wednesday.
Meese's criminal defense team maintains that any such COIltributions· would be legal.
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Asian mite threatens U.s. honey bees, crops
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AIDS study shows virus connected to cities .
. BOSTON WPI) - Altbougb AIDS bas been present in rural
areas of Zaire., ~ foe at least a decade, the deadly virus bas

aDnllf'AIIUy .DOt spread within those areas, suggesting urban

liViiiliS important in the transmissioa of tile disease. reseal'-
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ITHACA, N.Y.(UPI) - Cornell University scientists said
Wednesday a parasitic mite from Asia is threatening to wipe out
several million hooey bee· colonies nationwide and could
jeopardize the pollination of agriculture crops valued at about
$20 billiOD annually. The mite enters bee hivtS. usually while
attached to a bee. attaches itself to bee larvae. pupae. or male
droDe or female worker. bees. Once infested with the mites, bees

9

cbel's reported WeclDesday. By comparisoa. a lO-fold increase in
the prevalence of infeclion with tile AJDS..eausing HIV virus has
b!IeD documented in other, urban parts of the central African .
_Dation during a similar period.
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Civil service extras face possible hour- cuts
:::t!,~:rCurtis
About 5,000 extra-help civil
service employees at
universities statewide, includinJt those at SW-C, could
have their working hours cut
drasticaliy.
Glenda Noble, of the civil
service advisory committee,
reported to the Civil Service
Employees Council Wednesday that an amendment
bas been proposed to the laws
for hiring extra-help Civil
service employees, who do not
receive benefits and some of
wbom are paid less than civil
service employees.
The proposal was L18de by
the civil service s~tems office, which makes decisions
for civil service employees at

all state universities.
Under the present law, The proposal w~s made by the civil service
extra-help employf:eS can be
hired for 900 hours at a time systems office, which makes decisions for civil
and then must be laid offfor 30 service employees at all state universities.
days before working additional
hours. The proposed law would
. allow them to work only 300
hours and then be laid off for and wants her position left
It may be possible for civil
six months before returning to open, extra help is used, she service E:Illployees to add
said.
work.
!lnother holiday, according to
"The system is marvelous the joint benefits committee.
Extra-help employees would and it works beautifully if it
also have to pass an exam isn't misused," Noble said. She
Geraldine KeJley, of
similar to the civil service added that apparently it is
exam. This idea is not feasible being misusoo and this is the academic affairs, said
Veteran's
Day, which has been
since these employees are reason for such a "drastic"
requested by many employees,
working as extra help because proposal.
would be a good choice. She
~;61~::t~. not pass the exam,
It could take months for the plans to draft a letter for the
The University often uses systems office to come to a council to send to Gola Waters
extra-help employees, Noble decision and then there could on the benefits committee. If
- said. For example, when a be only a small change, she
woman takes maternity leave said.

Teams still search
for student's body

Biases keep black students
away from college, expert says
By Antoinette Haye.

History Month observance.
To get black students interested in school, more emphasis must be placed on the
history of African culture,
Bailey said. Black children
need to be aware cf the
positive contributions of their
ancestors and to learn that
Europeans did not develop
everything, he said.
"There are two lies that
must be destroyed: that blacks
are inferior and that whites
are superior."
Bailey pointed to ancient
Egypt as an example of black
. cultural achievement.

Staff Writer

Predominantly white
univer-;ities have a hard :fme
retaini...g black students
because the students are
turned off by the anti-black
biases in the system, a
minority education researcher
says.
"Many Black American
Study programs are facing
gross neglect and have been
dismantled or under threat,"
Don F. Bailey, director of·
inner city studies at Northeastern Illinois University,
said Tuesd4y_
.
Bailey spoke at the Student
Center as part of the Black a~ ,!~U::r!:
Affairs Council's Black tributions to civilization,
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By Steven Starke
Staff Writer

Bailey said. yet, it often is
systematically denied that
Egypt is a part of Africa.

Although search teams
have dragged the Big
Muddy River for more than
a week, they have failed to
find the body of missing
University student Ricky
Johnson, who is presumed
to have drowned when his
canoe capsized.
Searchers say they do not
believe Johnson's body has
drifted south of Murphysboro. They have been
dragging the river daily,
covering an area of one-anda-half miles between Route
13 and Riverside Park.
Judging from past river
searches, the body usually

"Egyptians being black is
refused by most Europeans ..
Bailey said. "They say ~t
they were slightly tinted" or
emphasize Egypt's negative
qualities as a means of
disputing African contributions to history.
''Teaching about Africa will
not change anything until we
put Egypt back in Africa,"
Bailey said. The only way to
improve the future of Africa is
to get back its past. Then
:!"~d~ start to take shape,

is found in the same area
where the person drowned,
a member of the Murphysboro Fire Department
who is involved in the
search said. The exact
location where Johnson's
canoe capsized is unknown.
Divers were used on the
first day of th~ search, but
the water temperature
subsequently plunged and
the divers were withdrawn.
"We don't want to risk our
men's safety," the fireman
said.
Flucuations in the river's
depth and debris under the
water's surface also have
hampered search efforts, he
said.
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the idea is approved it could go
into effect in two or three
years, she said.
Lorna Moss, training
coordinator for a civil service
training program, discussed
the program, which allows
people to take credit classes to
prepare them for civil service
jobs.
Diagnostic testing is given to
those enrolled and they are
then placed on an initial course
of prepared study including
vocabulary, math computations, ~ammar and usage.
Students are then placed in
an individual study program
and move at their own pace,
Moss said. At the end of their
studies they are given the civil
service exam.
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Bring the Hambo
back to Du Quoin
THE HAMBLETONIAN, WHICH was in Du Quoin for 23
years until it was moved in 1981, should be returned to its
Southern Illinois home.
The Hambktonian Soc: :ety moved the race to the
Meadowlands in East Rutherford, N.J., which is near New'
York City, to gain national exposure. But in the process of
increasing the Hambletonian's national audience, the·
SOCiety betrayed the tradition of the race and of the sport
of harness racing.
The sport is suited to a 9uiet, rural setting like Du Quoin,
not to a bustling metropollSlike New York City. By moving
the race, the society took away the very thing that made
the Hambletonian ilifferent. Instead of being a special
event in an area to which the race was very meaningful, it
is now just another big-money, high-exposure horse race in
a big CIty.
,
HOLDING THE HAMBLETONIAN in the stadium in
which the New York·Gian~ play makes about as much
sense as having the Giants play in Du Quoin. The move to
New Jersey was a commercial decision and did not take
into account the importance of the race's surroundings or
the potential harm to the race's reputation.,
Since the HamblE'tonian has been in the Meadowlands,
attendance has almost doubled and the purse has gone
from $300,000 in 1979 to $1.2 million in 1987. These are
impressive figures, but they do not account for the fact
that harness racing traditionally has been a rural sport
and that it was a deeply rooted part of Southern Illinois'
economy and tradition.
mE HAMBLETONIAN, WHICH is part of trotting's
triple crown, drew 15,000 s~tators to Du Quoin each
year, which made it by far the largest sporting event in
Southern Illinois.
In addition, the Du Quoin State Fair was bought by the
state of Illinois in 1986 and the grounds and facilities have
been improved dramatically. This promp.ted Governor
James Thompson to appeal to the Hambletonian Societ] to
move the race back to Southern lllinois.
In a letter· to the society, ThompSon called the
fairgrounds, "the most traditional and beautiful setting for
trotting in North ~erica."
THOMPSON WENT ON to say, .....the crown jewel of
trotting will be best showcased in the relaxed and rural
atmosp,here that has historically surrounded this great
event. '
Thompson also pointed out that the economic aspects of
the race easily could be improved now that the state owns
the fair. He wrote that with the state's new off-track
betting system, improved television technology and "the
wholehearted support of the state of Illinois, the media
coverage will be sensational."
The Hambletonian Socie~ should consider the importance of the race's tradition and surroundings and
return the Hambletonian to the place that made it special.

Quotable Quotes
''That's hoW far Out of it the president is." Riebanl Gephanl~
on Reagan's statement that the U.S. trade deficit might be 44a
sign of strength"

"I thought there would be great debates back and forth here. I
really did." Mass. Rep. Joe Kennedy, 011 his freshman year ill
Coagress
"While this is said to be the most exclusive club in the world, DO
one ever said it was the most productive." David Pryor,
Democratic senator from Arkansas

Doonesbury

Luxurious golf carts the newe'st
wave in conspicuous consu~ption
During a recent trip to
California, I saw a luxury
vehicle that was unlike any
I've seen before.
It had a flawless paint job,
comparable to any Mercedes.
or BMW, except that the dark
blue finish had tiny gold flecks,
giving It the look of a star-filled
sky on a clear night.
I looked inside and saw that
the upholstery was of the finest
soft calf skin. The same
leather covered the steering
wheel. The dashboard ana
other interior trim appeared to
be teak wood.
There was an air conditioner, built-in color TV and
stereo, 'refrigerator, bar,
telephone, cigarette lighter,
side and rearview mirrors,
and turn signals.
Although it wasn't a RollsRoyce, tbf> front sported a
version .4 the famous Rolls
gr4.
You're probably saying that
there's nothing all that
unusual about any of these
things in a car - air c0nditioning, cigarette lighters,
stereo are standard features,
as are side and rearview
mirrors and turn signals.
Many limos have: bars,
refrigerators and TV sets.
Fine leather and sleek paint
jobs are found in most luxury

would be wearing loud plaid
trousers, a pink shirt, a heavy
gold wrist watch, three gold
chains, and a diamond pinky

Sure, but this wasn't an
automobile. It was a goH cart.
I happened to see it. while
snooping around a glitxy golf
club that is rumored to be a
favorite winter retreat for
Chicago gangsters. Feeling
homesick, I· had gone there
hoping to spot some familiar
men.acir.g scuwls.
While I was admiring the
goH cart for what it was - the
single most disgusting display
of materialistic ostentation I
had ever seen - the owner
strolled up.
I was sUl'{lrised. I would
have guessed that someone
who owned such a goo cart

Glancing at my, K-Mart
khaki pants, and golf shirt with
my personal logo- a cigarette
burn above the navel - he
said: "Yeah, it gets me around
OK."
"Tell me, what does
something like that cost?", '
He gave me a blank look and
said: "i dWIDO. When it was
delivered, my wife wrote the
check. Seeya''''
And he sped toward the first
tee, about 20 yards from where
he had been parked.
There he was joined by two
other men in a cart that was,
by comparison, quite modest.
It was air conditioned and bad

cars.

'

,

Mike
Royko
Tribune Media Services

ring.

.

As Robin Williams has said:
Golf is the only gamf> in which
middle-aged, middle-class
white men can dress like black
pimps.
But instead, he was wearing
flaming red trousers, a blue
and orange shirt, a wafer-tbin
silver watch, a diamond pinky
ring and only two gold chains.
Which just shows that it's a
mistake to think in
stereotypes.

As he stepped around me to
enter his chariot, I said: "That
is some ~ you have there.
Very tastefuP'

BY GARRY mUDEAU

a bar, but it lacked the other
accessories. Maybe they had
suffered in the stock market
plunge.
.
While they waited to tee off, I
struck up a conversation with
a young man whose job was to
strap golf bags on carts. I
mentioned how impressive the
yonder cart was.
"Oh, Yf'.ah, that's Mr. Brfffss." Or maybe he said Mrfus,
or Frfus. Whatever.
"But it's not the beEt one
here," he said.
Really? Does someone have
onethatflies? '
"No but there's a member
who
one witb all that stuff
on it, and it's got a convertible
top. Push a button and it goes
up and down."
What do tbey pay for those
things?
"The plain ones, without
much special stuff on them,
they cost about $8,000. But
something like that one there,
it's probably over $15,000."
Looking at that cart, I
thought about Scotland, the
ancestral home of golf, with
dour men in rumpled tweeds
hoor:~ through the thick gorse
and thistles, canvas bags slung
over their shoulders.
It made me proud to be 3D
American.
Finally it was time for the
owner of the SUpl".r-cart to tee
off and begin his game.
He gripl'ed his club, made of
space-age materials, glared at
the ycllGW ball, then took the
club back. His right leg
buP.kled, his elbows flapped,
and he swung ferodously with
'
a loud grunt.
The ball skittered foward
about 50 yards. frightening
several worms, then dribbled
into the calm waters of a pond.
He shouted several fourletter words, then stomped
toward his super~rt.
That's a tough way to start a
round. But for some reason it .
made me feel good. Maybe it
was those red pants.
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Money Colleges Received From Tuition Increase
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Dollars

EXPIRES ' .... 29.19..

boon to campus services,"
Clarence Doughtery, vice
president for campus services,
said.
Doughtery said the Physical
Plant received $170,000 from
the tuition increase. He said
the money will aid in the expansion of the Wham
Building's electrical system,

which prpvides power to the
mainfraibe compLOter. The
electricai urgrade will cost
about $52,000.
Harr), Van Dermarck,
operations manager for
computing affairs, said the
electrical upgrade is needed so
the computer facility will have
room for expansion.

"Right now we are not at a
safe level," Van Dermarck
said. "We are on the fine line
as far as operating standards
are concerned."
The electrical expansion
also will mean l~s computer
shutdowns and better service,
he said.

BOARD, from Page 1 - - - rumors, Jacober said. It will
Jacober added that the
mark the board's fIrst in- board most likely will discuss
volvement in the dispute.
the complaints and take action
Jacober added that Caldwell at its next meeting.
and Stivers will be called into
The llIinois Open Meetings
the SEssion separately.
Act
requires
public
"We have no intent to make organizations to handle perit (the executive session) a sonnel matters in executive
fOlum for. them to argue," session to discoorage false
Jacober said. "It's not a rumors. However, the law
hearing and no action will be requires that decisions be
taken at the hearing or im- made in open meetings.
mediately following it."
Carbondale police will be on
The board will need time to hand tocontrol the large crowd
think about what transpired in that is expected to attend the
the sessioo before it mbes any meeting, Ed Hogan,chlef of
decisions and will not return police, said.
for an open meeting or comStivers fIled a complaint
ment after the closed session, with Ross Franklin, school
he said.
.
principal at Lincoln Junior

High School, and notified the
American Atheists and the
American Civil Liberties
Union af':er his twin eighth
graders complained that
Caldwell.'s biblical teachings
intimidated them.
Rob
Scholfield,
a
representative of the ACLU,
said the union is familiar with
the dispute but is not yet
taking actioL against t;he
district and Caldwell.

Subma9"ine
Sandwiches'
Today's Special

ian Beef: $3.34
with chips, pickle and
mrd. soft drink or draft
Drink Special

$1.00 Imports
As Always $2.00 PiUllers
549-3366

CALLFORDELlVERY

Witoths~:PJ>t~e~~ro~~~~

Elementary Schools District if
the school board decides in
favor of the other.

CASE, from Page 1-------hired Whitehead Gould as
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crusaders for legalized
surrogacy and also will not
appeal.
They described their I.!lients
as "surprised, confused and
elated" by the decision, which
gave both sides in the bitter
dispute only part of what they
. asked.
Custody of the child,
however, was "always the
most central issue" for the
Sterns, lawyer Gary Skoloff
said. He said thel considered
the cootract "oIllY' as an intellectual issue."
The seven-member New
Jersey court, in a unanimous
decision, said that state law
prohibits the buying and
selling of children and requires
that custody decisions be made
in a child's best interest.
On that basis, the justices
overturned a lower court and
invalidated a surrogacy
contract in which Whitehead
Gould, in return for a $10,000
fee, signed away all rights to
contact with the baby she
conceived by artificial insemination.
The high court ruled that
f.urrogate contracts that involve payment and do not give
the surrogate the right to
change her mind are "illegal
and perhaps criminal."
"This is the sale of a child,
or, at the very least, th~ sale of
a mother's right to her child,"
Chief Justice Robert Wilel'ltz
wrote in the 95-page opinion,
"the only mitigating factor

f

being that one of the pur- said of her daughter. "I can't
('.hasers is the father. Almost see how four people loving ber,
(;,~'ery evil that prompted the
~::: p,eople loving her, can hurt
prohibition of the payment of
Skoloff, the Sterns' lawyer,
money in connection with
said the visitation decision
adoptions exists here."
Whitehead Gould is "entiUed means Whitebead Gould "will
to v~itation at some point," always be in their life. II He
the court said, lec.ving the said he w.JUld fIght to keep her
specifics to a lower court to visitation to the minimum.
The court's ruling carries no
decide later. Whitehead Gould
has had weekly court- official. weight outside New
supervise<i visits with Baby M Jersey, but could be influential
nationwide as the first ap- now called Melissa Stern pending the outcome of the pellate decisioo on the right of
a surrogate mother to renege
..
appeal.
. .'
While restoring. Whitehead on her deal..
.
'.
Noel KAane, the Michigan
Gould's parental rights, the
high court accepted trial lawyer whose infertility center
Judge Harvey Sorkow's arranged the Sterns' contract
cooclusioo that the natural with W~tebead Gould, said he
father, William Stern, is better hoped state legislatures will
now move to legalize
suited for permanent custody.
Whitehead Gould, a high surrogacy.
school dropout, bas separated
"It's an answer for t. lot of
from her husband, become
pregnant with her fourth child. people," said Keane, whose
divorced and remarried since said his center has produced
the trial court. decision 10 about 200 children through
surrogate p~ncies and bas
month<;ago.
She was portrayed' in the 47 more on the way.
landmark Baby M trial as an
unstable, manipulative, untruthful
woman
who
threatened at one point to kill
he~lf and tw..r child if she was
Carbondale wUi spend
refused custcdy. Sorkow found
more than $2 .nillioo on
neither pareJlt unfit, but Stern,
its southeast wastewarer
a scientist, and his wife, a
treatment plant to
pediatrician, were portrayed
comply with IllinOIS
as better able to provide a
Environmental Protectstable home.
ion Agency standards. An
Whitehead Gould said she
article in the Feb. 3 issue I
had expected the court's ruling
of the Daily Egyptian
would be "something of this
incorrectly identiflea tile
sort."
location of the plant.
"I think she'll be OK," she
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Surrogacy centers_ dismiss :
decision's effect on future i
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non-profit organization in New
TRENTON, N.J. (UPI) The state Supreme Court York.
decision that surrogate
The great majority of
motherhood for pay is illegal surrogate mothers are thrilled
will not stop infertile couples to give up their children to men
from hiring women to become and women who are unable to
pregnant or stop those women have them on their own, Aigen
from offering their help, two said. The mothers would never
operators of surrogacy centers take advantage of Wednesday's New Jersey Supreme
said Wednesday.
They dismissed the Court ruling to attempt to
suggestion that the ruling in renege on their surrogacy
the Baby M case will ef- contracts, she said.
"It doesn't affect my
fectively put an end to formal
surrogacy arrangements, both program at aU, because
in the state and outside New couples will continue to choose
Jersey where the decision L'1is birth option," Aigen said.
"It's this or nothing."
carries no legal weight.
Noel Keane, a Michigan
"I've gotten calls in my
agency all day long from lawyer who operates the forcouples who have told me that profit Infertility Center of New
their surrogates have been York, conceded "some couples
calling them to reassure them will be apprehensive" now
that they're not going to about paying his fees and the
r.hange their mind, " said standard $10,000 fee to a
Betsy Aigen, who operates the surrogate mother.
Keane, whose center
Surrogate Mother Program, a

" arranged the surrogacy
agreement between William
Stern and Mary Beth
Whitehead Gould that led to
the Baby M controversy, said
his business will continue and
he will continue to accept
business from New Jersey.
"It's an answer for a lot of
(infertile) couples," said
Keane, who claims to have
arranged 200 surr~ate births
with 47 more on the way.
Aigen, a New York
nsychologist whose almost 2year-old daughter was born to
another woman under a
surrogate cont:-act, once
rejected Whitehead Gould, the
surrogate in the Baby M case,
as a surrogate for herself.
Aigen said 900 U.S. women
have been paid to bear
children under surrogate
mother contracts in the past 12
years and only six have
changed their minds.

Staff Writer

Two University students
were injured in a car accident
Saturday morning on Midland
Inn Road, 260 feet south of Old
Route 13, the Jackson County
Sheriff's Department said.
The police report said the
driver, Barry R. Gustafson,
senior "in
aviation
management, lost control of
the car as it headed northbound and struck two
unoccupied cars parked on the
shoulder. Gustafson and
~er Scott A. Sylvester,
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"The CodlllocCowboys
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THIS SATURDAY:
We're proud to present

9.1:00
reports said he suffered facial
injuries.
"
The three cars sustained
major damage, police said.

A University student was
charged with battery Sunday
morning when a fioormate at
Allen II Hall claimed he was
struck in the face, University
police said.
David
J.
Whitting,
sophomore in mortuary
science and funeral service,
fIled charges against Dwayne
W. Harris, sophomore in administratio:l of justice, at 12: 13
a.m., police said.
Whitting had apologized to
Harris for throwing a smoke
Hospital.
Sylvester was treated" and bomb into a bathroom while
released, Gustafson was Harris was in the shower,
released Wednesday. Police saying he mistook Harris for

~= to~r~~:~:~

someone else, police said.
Harris responded by allegedly
striking Whitting, police said.
Harris was released on $100
bond and he is to appear Feb.
24 at Jackson County Courthouse.

(pI_natetimechonge)

Not since Roy Hawk "have we had a showman $0 wild
and $0 wacky. Just ask anyone of the 791 people
who were there last year
To....".. Space Call: 549-8221
670 reservations already made
Please carpool for this speclol event. We're
expecting 850 people, so parking will be limited.

A University student found
his ear damaged Tuesday
night at a parking lot on Wall
Street east of University Park,
University police said.
The hood, passenger door
and windshield of a car
belonging to David C. Puzey,
junior in civil engineering, was
damaged and Puzey found a
ar.-pound weight next to the
car, police said.
Puzey parked his 1979
Chevrolet at the lot Jan. 24 ••
police said.
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House rejects' Contra aid
in .narrow 219· to 211 vote
WASHINGTON (UPI) The House, handing President
Reagan a major foreign policy
defeat, narrowly rejected 219211 Wednesday a $36.3 million

~~~:!it.r?!n m~~~ta?o ~h~

Nicaraguan Contras.
The Democratic leadership
said the defeat of the $36.3
million package was vital to
promote
cease-fire
negotiations between the
Contras and the Marxist-led
Sandinista government and to
hold President Daniel Ortega
to his commitments of oolitical
reform. House S~er Jim
Wright, D-Texas, promised to
offer a package later this
month of food, medicine, and
other strictly humanitarian
aid to keep the Contras
tog~ther during the talks. This
undefined package helped pull
in votes of Democrats and
Republicans who were hopeful
the emerging peace pl'Ol"~
may end the war in Nkc;!"agua
and were eoncerned the fresh
military aid would prolong it.
The House decision means all
military aid left in the CIA
pipeline to the Contras must be
delivered by Feb. 29.
WRIGHT RECALLED
Reagan said he did not come to
Washington to preside over the
communization of Central
America.
"Mr. Reagail did not eome to
Washington to preside over
Central America. He came to
Washington to preside over the
United States," Wright chided
Reagan. "The people of
Cent.!'al America elect their
own leaders, their own people
speakfortheir~c~UJl~=':: •.
The . Contras are the ceoterpiece of Reagan's Central
America policy, and he has
warned that denying them
support will allow Sovif:t
subversion to threaten the
Central
American
democracies, the Panama
Canal and other U.S. security
interests. Reagan's efforts to
continue aid to the rebels
failed, despite a nationally
broadcast speech that was
shunned by three major
eommercial networks, and
last-minute meetiFgs and
telephone calls with undecided
members. In his speech,
Reagan offert>d to allow the

The contras are the
centerpiece of
Reagan's Central
American po/icy, and
he has warned that
denying them support
will aI/ow Soviet
subversion to threaten
the Central American
democracies, the
Panama Canal and
other U. S. security
interests.
Congress a second vote March
31 - allowing for progress in
the peace talks - on the
release of the $3.6 million
military aid portion of the
package. Wright and other
Democrats rejected this offer,
saying any .aid that would
allow the Contras to prolong
the war would wreck the
cease-fire· talks with the
Sa ndinistas and prompt
Nicaragua to renege on the
political reforms it has
enacted.

INITIALLY, THE president
reserved to himself the right to
determine whether a ceasefire was in effect in Nicaragua,
as called for in the Aug. 7
Guatemala peace accords.
With Contra leader Adolfo
Calero watching from the
House gallery, Republican
leader Robert Michel of
Illinois
taunted
the
Democrats' plan for strictly
humanitarian aid to the
Contras in promotion of the
peace process.
''Tell me, is the Soviet Union
on the verge of pulling out of
Afghanistan because of our
humanitarian assistance to the
Afghan freedom fighters or
because of the unmentionable
military assistance component," Michel said.
"WE GIVE peace a chance
only when we give freedom a
hand," Michel said, recalling
Adolf Hitler's pledges of peace
to British Prime Minister
Neville Chamberlain.

"What a farce," the
decorated World War II
veteran said, clenching his
fISts and raising his arms over
his head. "What peace. "
Rep. Claude Pepper, D-Fla.,
said his state is crowded with
Cubans and Nicaraguans who
fled tyranny in their
homeland.
"They (opponents) are going
on the assumption if we kill
Contra aid, we'll let the world
know that there will not be any
more at least military, maybe
no more even humanitarian
aid, to the Contras," Pepper
said.
"WITH A we.:.k Contra
opposition facing the government, who is going to save the
peace," the 87-year-old, oldest
member of Congress said to
=b!~. from throughout the

Rep. David Obey, D-Wis.,
said the Contras are far from
running out of military aid
soon because the CIA has been
pouring supplies into
Nicaragua.
"THE CHANCE the Contras
have of running out of bullets is
a whole lot smaller than our
chances of running out of hot
air on the House floor," Obey
said. "This policy has been aU
sticks and no carrots," said
Rep. Peter Kostmayer, D-Pa.
Rep. Ralph Hall, D-Texas, said
Costa Rican President Oscar
Arias - who won the Nobel
Peace Prize in 1987 for his role
in engineering the Guatemalan
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his country could be the next to
face the NicaraguaD threat.
"Perhaps he can ward off the
eommunist hordes by hitting
them with his Nobel Peace
prize plaque," Hall said. Rep.
Dave McCurdy, D-Okla., was
one ·of 20 House Democrats
who have previously voted for
aid to the Contras but who
urged Reagan to suspend
additional military aid pending the outcome of the peace
program. "Let's not upset the
balance of the talks," McCurdy said. "Let's not provide
Nicaragua's president the
very escape hatch he is
seeking. A vote for Contra aid
has the potential to let Ortega
out of this box."
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" ... He is destined to turn the guitar world on
its ear." Fred Goodman, New York Post 6/30/84
" ... (his) amazing two handed technique enables
him to sound like three musicians playing at
once." Phil DiMauro, Variety
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Firms donate to Thompson,
receive lucrative contracts
CHICAGO (UP!) - Several
engineering firms that have
made campaign contributions
to Gov. James R. Thompson
also have been awarded
lucrative no-bid contracts for
work on the new north-south
tollway in Du Page County, it
was reported Wednesday.
The firms, which have
donated nearly $117,000 to
Thompson during the last
three years, received a total of
$18.9 million in contracts from
the Illinois Toll Highway
Authority for the {lroject,
including $1. 7 mUllon in
payments in excess of the
original amounts awarded to
them, the Chicago Tribune
reported.
Thompson aides and company officials said there was
no connection between the
donations to Thompson's fund,
Citizens for Thompson, and the
contract awards.
But records obtained by The
Tribune show F..:veral
donations were made just
before the contracts were
awarded or after the board
approved changes that boosted
payment to the firms.
The executive director of the
Toll Highway Authority was.

director of Citizens for Cor nearly 20 years, is the first
Thompson until his tollway major expansion of the tollway
appointment, and the current system this decade and will
director of Citizens for link Army Trail Road and
Thompson a member of the Intersl:ate Highway 55.
Kim Fox, a member of the
authority board.
the
A spokesman for one of the _authority board who
current
executive director of
firms called the donations
"routine" and said they were the governor's campaign fund,
made in response to a request said most of the firms making
from the governor's com- contributions had been
mittee. The president of longtime contributors, and the
another iirm said he believed fact that 22 of the 28 firms
the committee "hit" most of chose to make political
the firms doing business with donations to the governor over
the [ita te road agency.
the last three years only shows
Records indicate 28 flI'IllS "they think Jim Thompson
have received 36 q~bid con- should be governor of the state
tracts for the Du Page Tollway and that they support the
since 1985, when the authority governor."
began awarding work for the
One of the largest dOD,' S
project. Only six of those firms
have not donated to Thompson, was Cemcon Ltd., a Wheato.'
engineer'l1;g firm that has
The Tribune said.
Thomas MoI:Sch Jr., the contributeQ $14,000. In May
authority's executive director, 1985, the firm donated $5,000.
acknowledged last week there Three months later, the
had been cost overruns with authority gave the firm l\
the design engineering $575,000 contract for land
program,. as well as ·other acquisition engineering serprograms. But he maintained vices. In March 1987,·the
the $450 million highway authority gave the firm· an
additional $365,000 in bUSiness,
C~~~Lis ~lose to~being ~ boosting the total contract to
$940,000,
and two months later
The 17.4-mile road, which
has been on the drawing boanJ the fll'Dl donated $6,000.
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Electrician indicted Spill to
for meter tampering· hit region
WHEATON (UP!) year prison sentence and a .
A Du Page County grand $10,000 fine.
jury has indicted a Bartlett
Edison said the diversion
electrician in what Com- began in 1978, when
monwealth Edison Co. Schemmel lived at a'
officials described Wed- previous residence in Du .
nesday as one. of the most Page County,
.
sophisticated cases of meter
An investigation by
tampering. or electricity Edison and the· Iutheft that they have ever vestigations Division of the·
encountered.
Du Page County state's
Kenneth W. Schemmel, attorney's office resulted in
42, was indicted on one a search warrant being
count of felony theft and one executed Jan. '29 at
count of unlawful in- Schemmel's current Barterference with public tlett residence. The action
utility services for allegedly marked the first time
diverting· an· estimated Edison executed a t=ealY.:h
$35,000 worth of electricity warrant in a meterat his home and a previoos
ease, officials
. residence to avoid metering
and charges for the service,
Investigators said the
State's Attorney James Bartlett home contained
Ryan said.
two central air-conditioning
U convicted of the theft units, five electrical heating
charge, Schemmel could units, several smaller
\ receive a maximum five- heating units·

=,pering

Herrin man
charged with
wife's death
MARION (UPI) - A Herrin
man has been charged with
three counts of first~egree
murder in the Saturday
shooting death of his wife at
their home, Williamson County
State's Attorney· Charles
Garnati said Wednesday.
Garnati told a news c0nference that bond for Robert
Peddicord, 60, has been set at
$500,000 in the death of his
wife, Wanda Peddicord, 50,
and that he is being held in
Williamson County Jail.
Gamati said the victim was
shot in the head !lnd forearm
with a .22-caliber handlrun and
that authorities stilT were
investigating the possibility
that the shooting was an attempted mwder.uicide or
may have stemmed from a
domestic dispute. He said
Peddicord had told authorities
that the shooting was ac.
eidental .. ,

MARION, . (UPI) -- The
diluted remains of a diesel fuel
oil spill mass moving along the
Ohi" River now are expected
to enter illinoiS near
Shawneetown today, a· state
official said Wednesday.
Robert Pippin, director of a
17-county state Emergency
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. CHAMPAGNE

originally was expected to
enter the state last saturday,
but that its progress was
slowed by cold weather.
The spill is not expected to
cause any major problems for
the only three Illinois towns .....,.
Rosiclare, Golconda and cairo
- that pump their water from
the Ohio River.
Pippin said a report from the
Ohio River Sanitation CommissiOil indicated the remnants of the spill of some 1
million gallons of diesel tolel
near Pittsburgh Jan. ~ were
moving by Evansville, Ind.,
Tuesday at 2.2 mph.
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-come dance to the .i

beSt music and videos In
Southem illinois!
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ACROSS
1 Entangle
8 US prealdent
10 Cod or Hom

14 Snlggler

.-

15 Jal 18 Aroma
17 AM or FM

18 G,... CIIrJ*
19 Poet time

20 ArIz. city
22 Binge
23 Cleverly
eHeetI..
24 Ineffectual
28 Guna e_motor

: ~::n

WOI1I

32 Collection of
mlKeileny
33 Type
chip
37 Perfecto
40 Comp. pi.
42 Goat antelope
43 PI.tll partner
4S Bet wood
47 Landera or
JUlien
48 Laamad
50 ReI.tlft
the
heron
51 Abu Dhabi

0'

0'

e.g.
54 Tulll. neighbor
68
eld
57 locomotive of
e kind
82 Gulnne..
U Opera atar
84 Goat entelope
as SCllrIett'.
home
e8 Mine entrance

Celli.".

Today's
Puzzle

-Briefs
MICROBIOLOGY STUDENT Organization will meet at
4:30 today in Life Science 11

Center will offer "The Woman
On Her Own" workshop from
noon to 1:30 p.m. Friday in the
450.
Student Center Missouri
Room. For information,
INTRAMURAL TEAM contact Annette at 453-3655 or
Handball will accept Shiraz at 536-2096.
registration at 4 today in the
Rec Center, Room 158: For
REGISTERED STUDENT
details, contact Intramural Organizalion Adviser of the
Sports at 536-!1531.
Year Award nomination
deadline is Friday. ApPI SIGMA Epsilon will meet plications are at the RSO ofat 7:30 tonight in Lawson 201.
fice, Student Center 3rd floor.

Puzzle answers
are on Page 17
87 Get up
22 Bell-shaped
68 Crude metala
25 Syrup base
89 Ancient
28 Mythic birds
Peralan
27 Blue-pencll
70 M.tem.lly
28 LYrII atar
..Ieted
30 Tropical porch
34 UAR word
DOWN
35 M. Tennille
1 Feuclal
38 H••
bondman
38 New World
2 Patrlcle o.
39 Showed over
'11m.
41 Approximate
3 Alan
TV
4 Rulea
44 Shelled fruit
5 Notched In • 48 This spot
.
way
49 T.... your pick
'8 A -Roman hili 50 Native
7 Norwegian
51 Lyric MUM
king
52 Wisdom tooth
8 Laga'
53 Rhone feeder
: 8 Reletlfts
10 Total
si; Water plente
11
to
58 Ardent
59 83A apecI.1ty
exCII"
12 Skin lutu... 60 -Selact 1ICt0l'l
61 SwIss
13 White-tailed
paint.,
bini.
21 Balli peper
63 Equine mama

.Iow....

AMERICAN ltIARKETING
REGISTRATION CLOSES
will meet at 7
Feb. 12 for the Scholastic
tonight in Lawson 231.
Aptitude Test (SAT) to be
DR. ROY C. Heidinger, given March 19. For
Fisheries
Research· registration materials, contact
Laboratory. will lecture on Testing Services, Woody Hall
"Fish
Manangement B204.
Problems and Opportunities
Associated With Electric
Power Generating PJants" at 3
p.m. Friday in Life Science 11
~~mtion

0'

a.o..

303.

JOHN TALLEY, Monsanto
Corporation, will lecture on
"Cbiral Pseudopeptides" at 4
p.m. Friday inNeckers 240.

~- e(

cfI'

AFRICAN

~~dafic!:r~e:o~de:o~~~

BLACK

Ass~tion

LAW Student
will bold Law Day

88 from 1 to4 p.m. Saturday at

the Lesar Law Building. Judge
Evelyn Baker will be guest
speaker. For more in-~
formation, contact Lori
Crenshaw at 529-4066.

The··.

:

.

Stranded
Lads

INTERVARSITY CHRISp.m. Friday in Agriculture 209.

AMERICAN MARKETING
Assocmtion will tak~ap_plications for the "Men of
SIU" Male Pageant from 10
a.m. to 3 p.m. today and

HOSPICE CARE Board of
Directors will meet at 7:30
tonight at Memorial Hospital
of Carbondale, Conference
Rooms 1 and 2.

~~

TIAN Fel1owshipwillmeetat6

STUDENTS'
~~tion executive committee will meet at 7 p.m.
Friday in the Student Center
Iroquois Room.

UNDERGRADUATE STUDENT Organization needs
students to serve on Election
Commissions. To apply.
contact the USO office, Student
Center 3rd floor.

«orona

1.Z5

Absolut 1.10

..... ,.

HAPPY HOUR

HAPPY HOUR .

a ...... for . . . .
2 for' MI. . . Drinks

a ...... for

a.a

\

'

HANGAR HOTLINE 549·1233

formation, call 453-5254.

WOMEN'S -SERVICES and
tbe Career Development

DAILY SPECIALS
Includes Fries &Med. Drink

MON. ltaliall Sausage
TUES. Hamburger
WED.. Polish Sausage
-THURS. Italian Beef
FRI.
BratwUrst

*2.75
*2.80
*2.80
*3.25
*2.80

5:11 S.lWnoiaAve.
CALL FOR
TbeCompleteSaadwicbShopl 549-1013 DELIVERY 529-5020

is the last day to
withdraw from class
and still receive a refund
or to change a class
registration from audit
.to credit or credit to
audit.

~
10:00-Spm

7:00pm

9:00pm

Public screening of
competition films

C/P
Soundstage
Free
-

Guest Filmmaker
TomChomont

Stu. CU.
Auditorium-'

Kagemusha by
Akira Kurosawa

Stu.Ctr.
Auditorium

.. #-x7 ~
.

r--~friday

& SaturdaySpecial
Prime Rib & Snow Crab Legs
Includes Potato and Sa lad- Bar
Only 'S.S5

$2.00

$2.00

.~

RESTAURANT & LOUNGE
lilAI CUISINE STEAKS SEAFOO.O

Our dinner menu also available which
.includes a large selection of Steaks, Seafood,
Cantonese and Thai Cuisine.

c~.CIC

20b S.WaU . -(Co,;"er" of Wall & Walnut) 457-4510
~ltgypi'iiD. ~f;·1*.Page·9

Bush hopes to exploit underdog role in Iowa
MOUNT VERNON, Iowa
<uP!) - Vice President
GeorgeBusb,bopingtoexploit
his role as underdog in Iowa,
Wednesday asked Republicans
to belp him "fight back" in
next week's caucuses by
turning out in droves to help
him overtake Senate Minority
Leader Bob Dole.
Bush avoided mentioning
Dole by name, but his campaign aides issued a stinking
attack on the Kansas senator
accusing Dole of waging a
"mean-spirited" campaign
against Democrat Jimmy
Carter when Dole was Gerald
Ford's running mate in 1976.
"He nearly single-handedly
brought the Republican
national ticket down to

defeat," George Wittgraf,
Busb's Iowa campaign
cbairperson t said in a
statement released by the
~usbcampai.gn Wednesday.
Dole, who launched a fourday campaign swing in
Latimer Wednesday, said be
was not surprised by Wittgraf'sstatement.
"It's typical Bush stuff - the
high road be's talking about,"
Dole said, referring to Busb's
public statements that be
would DOt attack fellow
Republicans.
Busb entered the fmal five
days before Monday's Iowa
caucuses - an important test
in the 1988 GOP presidential
nomination sweepstakes trailing Dole in the.polls, but

be downplayed those public
opinion samplings by Joking
tbat40percentofonesampling
thought be brewed great beer.
"I want to do better than
expected in Iowa," Bush told a
crowd of 700 at Cornell College"
and made note of his victory in
Michigan'S presidential
selection process earlier this
month that also looked in
doubt.
"Eight years ago I came into
Iowa given DO chance and we
won. Now I come into Iowa
behind and I think we've got a
chance."
During a pre-speecb Iuncheon with 32 college
Republicans, Bush munched
on a submarine sandwich and
told
the
supporters

"nationally, things are going
pretty well. I think I'm going to
win the nomination. But in
lowl> it looks like it might be a
little different this time
around."
Bu:;h made no reference to
Congress' pending vote on
Contra aid to anti-government
forces in Nicaragua slated
later Wednesday, but told the
crowd "our foreign policY
should be based, wberever we
can, in helping others."
Outside the chapel, a small
band of students held a
placard that read: "give the
Arias peace
a chance,
stop Contra ai." ,
Bush differentiated himself
from his five GOP opponents
by noting that be was the first

l.lan

candidate to back President
Reagar,'s p~ INF treaty
with the SoVlet Union to ban
intermediate nuclear missiles
in Europe, and be said his
background as a congressmen
and head of the Central Intelligence AgencY gave him
the edge in experience.
The ·vice president said he
believed his role in recent
arms reduction talks with the
Soviets would help him in
future tough negotiations to
reduce long-range nuclear
missiles.
The vice president said
economic and foreign policY
have become merged due to
the expanding global economy,
and he pledged to hold
economic summits.

LaRouche buys 30 minutes of prime time TV
WASHINGTON <UPI) Democrat, paid CBS "in the
Lyndon LaRouche, the ex- range of $250,000" for the 30
tremist presidential candidate minutes of prime time at 8
now on trial for conspiracy, p.m. EST Thursday, opposite
bas bought 30 minutes of CBS TV's most wa tcbed prime time
prime time Thursday to make program, "Tbe Cosby Show"
a speech, pre-empting a on NBC.
network repeat of a Charlie
CBS had planned to repeat
Brown special.
the Peanuts cartoon special
Ca""'paign spokeswoman "Be My Valentine, Charlie
Donn:&ScanlonsaidLaRouche, Brown" during the half hour
rlmning this year as a time period purchased by

?,
A

M

~

o

LaRouche.
LaRouche, whose extremist
views have ranged from far
left to far right and who is
making his fourth White House
bid, is now on trial in Boston
with several associates on
federal charges of conspiracY
and obstruction of justice.
Prosecutors claim they plotted
to block a grand jury probe
into an alleged credit card

scheme to raise money for
LaRouche'S 1984 presidential
campaign.
In the past LaRouche has
claimed that 1984 Democratic
presider.tial nominee Walter
Mondale was a Soviet agent
and that Britain's Queen
Elizabeth n was linked to
international drug smuggling.
A CBS spokeswoman said
tbe network is "legally

obligated to sell time" to
political candidates seeking it.
Tbe spokeswoman said,
bowever, that while LaRouche
purchased time on the entire
network, the more than 200
CBS affiliates are free to
decide whether to carry the
LaRouche speech, as they are
free to decide whether to carry
any other network broadcast.

lIeD IPill.fI
1.06 ct. tw
.31 ct tw
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was 2450.. _ was 1.125 0 •
was 700°·
Now 1,225°.
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Now 35000
"The engagement ring specialist"

2:)on ' ~ J..ewe{t!1_

MEN

:E _

-

Herrin
107 N. Park

~

Carbondale
400 S. IL Ave.

T-81RDS
SIRE" "IOttT
When the bomb shelter siren goes off .••
free drafts for 2 minutes
10:45 a.m.-2:00 p.m.
STUDENT CENTER
BALLROOMD

nCKETS.U THE DOOR:
$8.00 Student:' and Senior Citizens
$9.00 Adults

AOVANCE TICKET SALES:
$7.00 &udents and Senior Citizens
$8.00 Adults

111N

629-3BOB

WASHINGTON

~a"\t'
& MORE
607 S. Illinois Ave.
529-5679

SOUPS & SALADS:
China ....... Egg Drop Soup
Italy ...•..•.. llalian Vegetable Salad
Mexico •.••••Avocado Solad
Malara •..... Bah Mee (Malayan Hot
T0SS8d Salad)

ENTREES:
USA .....•.. Potk BBO 5po<e Ribs

Gteece .•••.. YOtMIIZI (Lamb III1d Orm
Slew)

Japan ...•.. Flank Steak Teri-yaki

COPIES

4C

8'hx"·White·Self Servic8 Copies,

M· Th 8am-midnight F 8am-6pm Sat 10am-6pm Sun 1 pm-9pm

.:=7=10=B=00=k=st=0=re==I~1

II

I I

ILLI@ISAVENUE

rGoldmine

I

Pizza

J

'I II

Gatsby's
Glib

I~':J
!5<?rl~~ I

FREE PARKING

•

t"

. f

Caru5

- " ". • • 1'11';;

(CaNed)
Nogeria • •• .. ChICken
Yassa Au_
Poule!
_ (Mannaled
in Lemon 8.

OnoonSauce)
Colombia ...8arJanqullla Coconul Rice
In<1I8 ..•• . .. Curry of ShfJmp

DESSERTS:
FinlanG •.•..• Cardamom ShorIbread
wedges

VEGETABLE:3:
lkIgu.n ...... Carol.... Au. Chou. De

Greece ...... Green Watnul TarIS
Canbbean ... Creole Cake
Italy ..• , •..•. Chocolate C..stanl

BruKelh!S A~~ Grabn (Garrots

.'ChanJi,allne labaghone

& Brussel Spouls CasserOle)

ltalr .. . .:•.. Artlchok.. Parmesan

BEVERAGES:

Bahamas ....Canbbean Sa"""'" Potatoes

China ..•.•. Hot Tea
Italy .•..•. , •. CappUCCIno

BREADS:

Colombo•... Collee

Ethiopoa •.... Yemanna Yewotet DabO

(Honey Bread)
Sweden ..... Swedoah Rye

,Intemahonl. Buffet IJdtets available at the
Stu<.1enl
Central Tocket 011,08 and

India ....... Poor,-_WneatBlead

at the dOOI, for more m1ormation caU

Puffs

c.nter

536-

3351. Ext2&.

INTERNATIONAL

BUFFET
A
W

Southern Illinois University
at Carbondale

I
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3! lTUys 1b Say
7Love You "

.

Blush Wines

.

WESTROAD LlQUOR$
"URDRL£ SHOPPlftg CEIO"ER
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r~-~7R~~ "'. '~
,: ,. . .. ~~aal:7;:::'::boxes ie
~~~andies

"

-Teddy Bears with a me. . .ge $3.50

Valentine Cards and Gifts

-MJrroredJewclrT Bozes

Now Located in the Center of Murdale
HoUrs: 9-8 Tuesday-Friday, 9-6 Monday-Sat.

529-2551

'

10-SHoo-Sat
WetownShopp!nQ - Seart Shaped Frames
Center
. (nect to Hurdale)

549-1031

•

Potpourri Jars

witbBearts

~~~

.

Valentine Gifts For He'
•

Jewelry'

V Lingerie

1

~,
',',' -New jewelry just. arrived ~
-~. -Jewelryboxes
~

-Stuffed animals
- Potpourri

.

Moving sale

&.
ttY

~

~'

'

',

s~ ill pro~ess. 50-70 % off selected items.

2461 West MaiD
(8CI088 &om Ramada Inn)

West .'ark Plaza

.
Mon-Sat
, JO:OOam-5:00pm

2471 W.Maln

Say Happy Valentines Day
wiih Beau1ifit1I.Ong Srem
Red Saman10a Roses
Call for special savings
if ordered byoFeb. 11 (dozens only)
•

t.

-,'

,

OPEN 9-5:30 MON-fRI9-4 SAT
LOCATED IN THE KARCO BUH DINe COMPLEX
US HWY 51N c.ARBONDALf,ll

~
W

-Special Valentine bouquets
: ~i
- FID special arrangements .~ ~ ~

L()W~V

I3()X

MmdaleShopp1ngCntr529-1561

0

18~~!n!~~
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;~--''''''' ·684-5575--····· ... G,.;?~~.
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Cards and Gifts at the
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1M-Sot
9:30-6:00
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Gift Ce,.tlfltates
~J
Available
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~

off

Ca~1I'~1s
~ Mens~

..,.
606 S. Illinois Ave. Carbondale

---

•

.'

ValentIne SpecIal

Carnations·

510.00 for
One Dozen

,'I

.

MERCHAND

50 %+ 20 %

University Bo':store!!! •

'l, ~-~.

WINTER

n·
~,

Sculptured Nails & Manicures
~.Yr.eu

0,~~P AA 'I0 :'"_sc t.:~~

".

n~

_,

do.

~

C~V , ~
E
V

(befc.e Holiday Inn) Shoppirot

549-4122

.

(Now~

549-77.5

WEEKBlVD SPECIAL FREE DAY SPECIAL
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Gift Certificates Ava

New Stylist:
Kenny Pitman

~

The'ertectV

gift. for some.

headliners_..!.~Cent
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457-2612
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If you can't take yOU~~
. ~;;.- Sweatheart to the Bahama's10'
~.J~ Give the next best thing.

~~p

SE...

I

•
'

I

Order now for Valentine's
and save: $60 off 18K
$40 off 14K
$20 off 10K

V?-
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~J()STI~~S
..

lo'I
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f.I
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Europvan
3OOE.Moin TanS pa
Hunter Bldg.
..22 Jame5 St.

from:

G'"
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i

't'ear
j
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fi Gift Certificate

Cartx.ndole

Carterville

529-3713

985-2875

lET'S BE FRIENDS
Friends bring out the best in us
So when you need copies we'tI do
our best for you. You asked for more
from us so we delivered, we now offer:

~h&Carry

6. University

457-4440

Invites you and your valentine
to the Biggest And Best
Valentine's Day dance In Southern illinoiS)

. , FREE Flowers for the ladiesl
. , Enjoy our special Valentine's Day drink!
8:00pm Saturday, feb. 13, 1988

iSA
tVERYDAY
RATES

f!~:'s~rr

t:a IlClltal .......
~p-

ilable

)

Valentine messages wUl appear
Friday. February 12 in the
Daily Egyptian.
..........,................

. -..-."
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DeodlineFeb.9
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Say "I Love You"

with our

'14
Fl0~~~/.tA
and up

404Puk
er Herrin, n..
942-4006

~~~
,

I

Roses- Fresh or Silk Flowers-

TEDDY BEAR BOUQUn
99

alentlne
ne spcrclal

S

~~Flower Company

gCentel}
en)

ONk-$l2.H

~

-lasertype service
-OVersized Copier
I '
-Facsimile Service
-More Space to work in
Creat cop\K. Great people.
We've got enough high quality copiers so
we can deliver the fastest service around.
We're also open early, open late and open
weekends. Our staff has a friendlv, helpful.
professional attitude you won't find anywhere
,else. Kinko's, we want to be your best friend for
copies. 1O...·s CeDIa 54~/99 On the Island.

'4t

IenvIeW
dale

Ilioftes$2.00
at 3 for-SS.OO
at S f0r-$8.00

.. ~.<>

I·
k
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I
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UNIVERSITY MALL

457-7673

Balloons-Green Plants-Novelties

Treat your Sweet!
,:

~

W7S.lIIinois

529-5550

~?.!!!: Hours:8am-6pm 457~

~~\~1
I...!___ .. ~~LJ

Say "I love You with a
JUMBO
.. '
COOKIE
from
II

1Jwa;~

rGJJ~JJ:

rc;om~».
University Mall Come~ Today and orderycxrRed 5at1n
529-2882
Va/ent:lneBoxesforonly +2.50 extra

SaY.Happy Valentines
.,- .w:ith gifts from

~ca;~
~

Salaki Gifts Ii More
Buy any 1 items and get 3rd item
of equal or lefl'.....eI' value for FIlEE
featuring, SIU it:emli. eoca-CoIa.
Tommy Hilfiger, Jonlache.
M-Suo
906paa

Located in Campus Shopping Ceola'
(AboveGabby'a)
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Iowans to pick county convention delegates
DES MOINES, Iowa (UP!)
- Nearly 125,000 Iowans will
launch the Democratic party's
presidential Dominating
process in precinct meetings
MODday night by choosing
county COIlventiOll delegates
who will be bouDd to individual
candidates only by pressure

night, with DO guarantee the
winDer d. their presidential
prefereuce straw polls will
capture a single delegate to

Activists from each
party will gather at 7
p.m. CST Monday in
2,487 schools,
churches, living ropms
and restaurants to
begin the process of
picking the next
president and drafting
party platforms.

GOP county conventions
Marcb5.
Activists from. each party
will gather at7 p.m. ~ODday m
2,487 schools, cburcbes. living
rooms and restaurants to
begin the process d. picking
the next president and drafting
party platforms.
Iowa Democratic Chairwoman Bonnie Campbell said
party rules require those attending caucuses to break into
separate
presidential
prefereuce groups.
"It's a physical thing, if
you're for (former Arizona
Gov. BrICe) Babbitt you go in
this corner. If you're for
(Massachusetts Gov.) Mike
Dukakis, you go in that corner.
... and so 00," Campbell said.
The process then gets
complicated. Members d. any
preference group CODSisting d.
fewer than is percent d. the
people attending a caucus ""ill
be told to ally themselves

either with other candidate
groups or jcBn a group d. uncommitted caucus-goers.
Once tbe reallignment is
complete:!, caucus participants will elect delegates to
the March 26 county conventiODs from each candidate
group.
"You're not bound to a
candidate at any level here,
but if that candidate stays "in
the race, you'd better stay with
them because the folks who
elect you as a delegate are
your neighbors and friends,"
Campbell said
"If you betray that COIlfideDce. you've klst a great
deal in politics because your
word is all you have."
Campbell said caucus-goers
could select more unCttmJDitted delegates than
delegates committed to any
individual candidate Monday

from their neighbors.
A nearly equal DUIIlber d.

Republicans will meet in

caucuses d. their own Monday

nigbL She notOO the uncommitted· delegates outnumbered George McGovern's

delegates in the 1972 caucuses
and Jimmy Carter's delegates
in 1976.
"It's possible it could happen
again, but I doD't think it's
going to, n she said.
The Republican caucuses
operate UDder an entirely
different set d. rules, in which
DO one will know
the
presidential preference of
county convention delegates.
State Republican Party
Chairman Michael Mahaffey
said after electing chairmen at
each caucus site, Repub1iean
eaueus-goers will conduct
secret presidential preference
straw poDs.
..It doesn't necessarily'
translate to delegates," he
said "But the fad that we
start the process bere in Iowa
bas assumed a buge
significance. "
Mahaffey and Campbell said
because of the unusual
process, a candidate's
popularity in the polls is
almost meaningless. Tbe
caucus winners will be the
candidates woo have done the
best job of. luring their su~
porters to each precinct
meeting.
lOyoo've got to organize,.
organize. organize. then get
bot at the end," said Rep. Dave
Nagle, D-Iowa, and former
state party chairman.
The 13 candidates lUDDing
for president have taken

Nagle's advice to beart,

Student workers with
experience in sound.
lighting, and projection
equipment

536-3351

DETRllfKr
\\ AboCl~

~.

THE'"

. CRAZY TRAIN!
2 for 1 Amaretto Stone Sour
Train Specials

a.uuw

"~
,~~.~~

2 .I.or 1

ALL YOU CARE TO

EATSBRIMP$6 9

$1 00
OFF

pagel': DaiIy)i;gjptid, v.mar;4,J!R

"

Work at programs
sponsored by the
Student Center.
I.e. SunsetConcerts
Intf'YTVmonol Festival
Madrigal Dinner,
Films. etc_:_
Contact Mike Blank
or Tom Connelley at
the Student Center
~c • • _Administration

~..!.. tbethe ~e!.:e
~betw..!!! which seems especially c0ndiffer
.,.... cerned with me - has shown
Kemp and DoJe, or Kemp and bow anythiDg I've done or not
presidential hopes will likely Bush, or Kemp and Bushdole. " dooe disqualJfies me from
flourish or founder in New
Most of Kemp's Social governing this country. I I
He characterized his
Hampshire,
portrayed Security attacks bave
themselves Wednesday as highlighted a deficit reduction problems as "bumaD-6cale
serious alternatives to the bill passed by the Senate in mistakes and routine flaws"
pack d. candidates.
1985 that would have frmen and rbetorically asked the
Kemp, a congressman from Social Security cost~-l:iving students why bP. was facing
~
upstate New York, hammered increases. Dole pushed the "bitterness, hostility and
his theme that the GOP front- package,andBusbcastthetie- oppositiOll?" "
''The simplest answer I caD
runners - Vice President breaking vote in favor d. the
think d. is because I'm difGeorge Busb and Sen. Robert bill in the Senate.
Dole d. Kansas - posed a
In a new mailing to New ferent," HP.rt said "I'm not a
danger to Social Security Hampshire Republicans, traditiODal politician and I
benefits.
Kemp quotes Dole and Bush haven't tried to play by the old
Hart, meanwhile, argued be praising their actions and political rules."
was being attacked simply contends that be rushed to tile
because be is a different White House to persuade
politician who bas refused to President Ronald Reagan to
"play by the old political abandoo the plan.
Sunday-Thun 81U1l-11pID
rules."
"He's got to be tbe
Friday-8at: 81U1l-1 PID
Perhaps more than any of challenger to the front~
the other candidates, the k~ runner," Kemp aide Jobn
to both Hart's and Kemp's Buckley said WedDesday.
Monday & Tuesday Nights
hopes d. moving into the White "The most important thing is
House in 19119 will tum in New we',,-e got to beat Bob Dole in
Hampshire's Feb. 16 first-in- New Hali1pshire."
tbe-nation primary.
Kemp cut short his camLess than ODe week before paigning in the state Wedthe Iowa caucuses and two nesday to return to
weeks before the New Hamp- WashingtOD to vote for aid to
(BoDed and Fried)
shire vote, polls show Kemp the Nicaraguan Cootra rebels.
running behind in both states,
Hart, meanwhile, continued
4pm-close
but enjoying S«me movement his maverick campaign that
in New Hampshire, where was reborn late last year Bush leads and Dole is secood.. seven mooths after he was
Dole leads lum in Iowa.
forced from the race because
Kemp's aiOf:s have made DO d. his relatiODship with Miami
secret d. their belief he must model Donna Rice..
finish at least second ExpectatiOllS for Hart are
beatiDg Dole - in the Granite higher in New Hampshire thaD
State to contioue his cam- they are in Iowa, where the
paign. That strategy was caucus process puts a
iefJeded clearly Wednesday premium OIl argauization. In
by Kemp, who directed most d. 1984, New HamDSbire voters
bis attacks at Dole, gave Hart a wi'! over Walter
dIa}1euging the senator to Mondale, which gave a
debate him OIl Social Security.
tremendous boost to the for"I think he bearS footsteps," mer Colorado senator's bid for
Kemp said d. ~ "It's ob- that year's Democratic
viClUS they are doing tra~ DOIIllMtiOll.
in their polling every single
Spec> king to about 600
day. I think it's clear we're students at Manchester West
icing 011 him ..
High ~ Hart defended his
gag P in ~ attaets 011 the character and noted that
twoem~ coined a new word, ''DaDe of the so-calJe.d experta
notiDg at 3' news ef1Dft!ftDCl! - even the Miami Herald,
CONCORD, N.H. (UPI) -

Kemp and
Democrat Gary Hart, whose

mEDIA

Wanted:

Kemp, Hart face do-or-clie test
in first presidential primaries
~blican Jack

presidential tesL

spending a eombined total d.
''Party leaders have been
'l8O days, or two years, in Iowa
coffee shops, living rooms, obsessed with the process. But
uniOll halls, schools and even if we wir!. the White House,
riding bicycles across the folks will be too focused OIl
state, as Babbitt did in July other things to cm-.nge it,"
Campbell said
1986.
The time demands and the
"U we lose the White House,
small percentage d. Iowa's 1.5
milliOll registered voters who I think there'll be a very
careful
scrutiny d. the whole
atteod the caucuses have led to
an outpouring d. criticism d. process, including the
Iowa's role as the natiOll's fIrSt DOIDinatiOll process."

Drafts

Speedralls
Watermelons
Spec:laJ Beat Service

Classified

NEWL Y IIEMODELED. MUll·
PHYSBO/IO I bdNn opts. All .t.drlc
ond ajr conditioned. wal... and tro.h

11:':':"

~.,:,::,~.J':!J'::::'io7:'~

AUTOSKETCH FIIOM AUTODESK
Incorparaled. the peopI. who make

6117·341'4.
2-9.................. _. 10318093
APT. FOIl suaLEASE. 1 IxIrm. unfum., ...frcr nice. walk to campus
ond .lrlp. -457-5530. Mar. I.
2........ _ ..........•••• 1 1 _
NEWl Y IIENoODElED. IIIUIIPHYSIIOIIO I bdrm opts. Alf .lectrIc..
r/r condilioned. _ ... and II"osh

[!S}~\*r!f ;'1 ~:~?~¥'§?~~~] ~~;;,%~
""",."",,,,,,,,=====,,...,,,1 ':'.~~:';;::2:::99 Gotar

::....:t'l"/~m:~

Iobor

:~=;:=' ~:;;;;;.; ~~:.i;:'j
~!:':~~Gu~. i~~:

_$J50.167·1131.

. • _.

':,'l"'or:::,:::J'::r.;
lIrr;:.iar:."~r
3494.
2-1_ ............... 1636IIa9a

SU_ AND-Oli Fall. Close 10
compus. EXira nice 2. 3. and 4
~~........ ",",!1aMd. no pets.

IAI.EIGH POItTAGE 24"..-.abIe.

SJl~=~"i;16: 'r:~ I:[:::::::::::':::::~!!=!!=":':::::::':':::]!:I ;::; .~~~.'.2.:",::::

r,~=~~ ~~~=. '~~; 1l['::::'::':::~5~:~!:!~W'
~dependabIe.

$750
• 451·
2 ...................... 1131Aa9O
76 '!l1OC /lEGAL 2-dr. om-1m
. _ . p .••• p.b•• . . - fI.... , turbo
Iran••••xc. cond.• must MIl. SB50
OBO,549"'OI.
2·9.... • .............. 144IA"'3
1912 DATSUN 200SX. 5 speed. olr,
am-1m ....... p.... p.b.. p.w.. '"
~ 51""". exc. cond.• $2950. 457-

~~.~~'~:~'.~nS:;:;7

1630"'' '

1[·::::::::·:';~~:~;:.~=:::Ja

1144Aa91
AUTOM081lE INSURANCE, All
_ . easy month", rates. 529-2128.

1971 pAIII(W()OD 14x70. _
'-'.
oenfrol aIr. awning. .xcell.,.,
condltloll.1IIuo1 . .II. 54~49 011.,. 5

~~'~:

~:~

2·5.... ............ ••
/976 CHEVY IMPAlA. GOOD condltkNl. no ....f. S500 080. call 457-

~:1

,r

NEW SOFA SETS GIld redln..-< of
"""-<I of pri_. Hurry In for besf

SCOOTEIII986 YAMAHA .lOG. flOOd
cond"kNl, $3SO .... besf aH.... Call
onyIlme453-4751. ask for DonI
2-8-88'. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 1682Ac92
1984 HO!>IDA 650 NIGHTHAWK, MW
_ . $1500 080. 1967 Trlump/!
TIIJ'" 650, $BOO 080. 549-6537.
2-8-88 ................ 1761Ac92

...............

. . - of WILDWOOD SAlES.
/.ocufed 3 rnll.. ..,."" of moll on
GIallI City lload. Open' 10 5111-Fond
Sot. by - , . 529-SJJI.
2.11 .................. 16OIAm95
WATEllIEDS FOIl. SAlE. Delu••

~.~';.....";tn~"lI1e

. . . 11_ . . . . . . . .:.

1978 MERCU'Y lEPHYII. _
palnl.
runs~ •• gd. _ _ Ind. AoIrit>g
S950.529-45081 _ _ .
2 ................. ' ... 1711A092
1986 CEIJCA GT. runs ond 100..
_.5
opd.• au.... $SJ5O 080.
Need ........,. for .ad. .a-I. 4578'165.
2.11-81 .............. 17171.095
NEED A CAlI? We f f _ no In_ f . no _'Ifyllll/ for aedlt. W.
will pay arsh for your <:tIr. C ond J
50'''. 985-6634.
2-'................... 1645""'3
/979 HONDA ACCOI/D Ix hot.
chbodc. 5 opd.. air. am·"". flOOd
cando Asklnll $1500 .... besl off..-.
Call 549·J883.
2.12.................. 1726Aa90

«.,... '-'.

° ._

!~r.A~4!.;.~-:'~;.~"~:~:. =~~=RA~-= ~~·:'~:~9o;.',:::"';
cond.• S450054'-409I.

• cellenf - . - - 1 _ .
1149Ae9..
allaptlon.2dr.. 5opd. $16.000.you MOBII.E HOME 12x6O ...." flOOd

~:~. ;stiiu' iMPin.Si: :;:'A::' . ~~2j: .............

:=:, ~I~o~;,,!!~

r::".":s~.:;:~: -

10 pay 011
2.5 ................... 1797A""
1983 GIIAND PRIX RIllY loaded.

'm: ~:o.~~.!.':;;.

~70.S:Ut.d".,~:'. o'::d'::'t.H":::

:u'ST
5:30. AU day _ends.
2-4................... I198Ao9O
/981 HONDA OVlC WAGON olr. 5
opd.. om.1m " ...eo. good cand..
~!~~ ~~~. 16S6AoN

.lIde.

I

~;&:'iAOiii·".IOoi··~7ASJ:
lIandall Amp. 200w, 15 Inch opIa.
SI50.lIIustSeIliCaIl549-7077.
7

;:~iER. iioiii POi.: :r:,:

163·5530.
2 ..................... ItIoOAe92

condo New 51500, oslrl"ll $1200
080. 687-423a 011... 5 p.m.
.

. ::,:

S-'aiFrii' ROU.tlD79~~:

oll.lee. $3700. <011942-4014.
.\ ...... ""; DDR 30 .....,n, 6110land pods.
2-8-81 ............... 1734Ae92 SIOOO. Afhtr5p ...... 687-24il.
PATIlIOT. SPACIOUS AND clean.
2-.................... 1795An93
14x70 wllh 7x 14 .xpando. 3
~2245~.cenInlll.oIr. $IO.soo.

..

:.,~. "985' ~;,. '';';''J2':.: /

1979 FIIIE81I1D. LOW MILES. /IIOny

1*. .,.:.. ,..,..........
. . . Film;"
'..' ... :/
,",.......".... ' ..... .j

~~~€ ~]¥Ji~ CJ~:£::,
1982 DODGE COlT, " ' - J ..en.
low mil... .xcell.nt condltkNl,
$1650. CaI/529·9584lee.

CaI/6117-3507 before 2 p.m.
2·5·1IB . ...••..•.....• 16-I7Ae91
NICE 12x6O WlTN TIP out. N_

LARGE I .... 2 bdNn. fumJ.t,c d. aIr.
_ ' . wfll help ffnd ....."....,.".
457-6956 or 549-6603.

~:'ows rORONAriO: E!:'~ :;!:..":'!If."i"'''':·.!r~C::: ~~HiW.i:: 'lARGE' ~~
~'o.o~~.::~;r~~ f-j~~~:-".71: .......

lllOAeN
:1 BDIINI PAIIT. FUII""SHED. south of
Carbonda'" $150 monl", "0
depaolt. blll yard. nIce. Call 5490802.
2·12.................. 1754Ae96
14x6O. 21lD11111. RIllY FUIIN .• I full
both. 10.12 shed, good /ocoI1an.

CdaIe.
2-9................... 175OA"'3
1977 CAPIIICE \13, exc. cand.. no
RlSI. 0<. Call 549·7816 or 457-5219.
$1450.
2." .................. 1752Aa94
1915 1IEl.IANT $J6OO. '82 Pontiac

~ J~':·.~~'II=':"SIS:s:!;o ~~S:~:.5~~....

143IAe90

lIenll",

w,,"

13JlAe97
/972 MATNEIIIICD. CNTIil air.
lJr_cand.• 529.3$84 .... 457·7404.
2 ...................... U9SAe90
12x50 2 IIDIIIII, FUIIN .•
PrIced 10 MIl. 457·2J66.
2-1_ ••.•••.••••••• , _ , 0 0 f e .'
' ·'M··U··.·I~·I .
2 BDIINI•• FIJI/N. All .t.drlC 1985
MOOII. home 01 Oob om-d Lake
IIIH Parle. W.II below _
IL:;:;:=~=====-...
balonce.549·7513.
2-5................... 1120Ae91
GUITAIISTANDS$3.oIringsoIwoys2
CARBONDAlE 1974. 2 beo_.
forS9,lIullor_dsnameyourprlce.
12x65, fumlolled. air. deck.~.
Come ... ....,. MW "ore ond .ludlo
.s-536-5521.984-2091.
ond gef
deal foday. Sound
2........... _ .........• ' _ 9 0 Core. 122 S. lIIlnals, 457-5641. The
19611, 12.50. _
carpet. _fer fos_ fII""wI"lI muslc store In
"..,fer• .....,. good .hape. nice pork.
Southern IIIInoI•.
S29OOO8O,457-0163.
2·15·11B ...•.......... I06BAn97
2...................... '44,Ae9Q GUITAII, 8A5S AND Theory "'sons;

~ch.n:ts;.~";,::..p.':;t/~'~

porkllll/. Uncoln VIII_ Apts .. S.51
and
Hili Rood neJrl_1o
50lukl Loundramat. Sjr.-!ng. $2OG ,...monlh. 1I••ldenl Monog.r on
PremI_.CalI549-6990.
, _ _ ....... .
ISoUlInl07

1'_'

forSSO....

:!!.~ ~~~;.:. '=.'!::

~~~~':3.~.~~~:.~ca:::;: ~~:~~~
ends 2-1.....
5

549-617'
2·17.... : ..........•.• 1816Aa99

1

2. -81 •.••............ 1632A191

:r!II:.~.:c':~.!;;;

!.,~~ 4c.!t:o.~::':;

dl..... flveeplocesSlO.549.2GB1.

. - cos... low mIleage. "~ke - .
:i~9!m. 457-6142..,.... 5 p.m.

~~NG .DRESS' Wiflii

s:::~eo:r45~I;1.

~~~1J0i5000S";':";:~~~::'

or

H ................... 1751A191

leather lnl....c. condllion. loaded.
$2.600. Call 845-.1764 oft.,. 5.

WANTED

2·" .................. 175SA095
1912 CHEVfTTE. 90.000 ml .... "'AS
good. SB5O. cvIl684·2443.
2 ..................... 1819.0.092
1972 IIOlVO WAGON 2 own......
95_•• mL Am-1m. oc. n.w muffl.r.
fires • .....,. good shape, $1500. 5490618.

e buy T. V.8. Stereos,
VCRs and Pre-recorded
Video Tapes.
A1.TV·
Carbondale

2·10-lIl .. ' ...•.•..... 1758Ao94

1911 PHOENIX GOOD RUNNING
condo _loMlI.o graduate. S8OO.
alII
5 p.m. 457-1046.
2.17.................. 1687A099
/976 SUIARU Dl 4 dr .• ,.Ilable
runs good, ~~. ~-fm.
S3OO080. Call 529-1663 ufte,..! p.m.
1-8-88 ............... 1~Aa92
1980 COIIDOIIA. 6 cyf .• outo, DC.
~.s.r.6$.' 79f( ml .... $1500

Carol..,....

2.9.................... 1_ 3
FUIINISHED 2 IIDIIIII 611 W. Wolnul.
'''_105lU. _II. now.~. Call
529-358 ..... 529· 1120.
2." ................... 11148095
lAIIGE 2 BDIINI, QUIET area. '""'earbondol. Clinic. Furnl.hed·
unfum/olled. $J6O up. 549·6125.
3·2....... , .........•. 169180109
ONE AND TWO bdNn opts. fum ..
utll. Included. No pets. leas.
required. Call ofhtr4 p.m. 684-4713.
2.12................... 1802_

7ISS.Ul
52')4717

2-8.... . .............. 1762A092 ,
1980 MAZDA 626. 2 dr. ...".., 5 .pd.•
aIr, . _ . oll~,.. pb. B4IC ml ....
sharpf SI5n08O. Call 529.J9011.
TOYOTA CElICA GT. 1fIbk., 5 .pd..

::.-.~"1,;~.'!:.'sr:75~'~i
1

,,'y

2-10-lIl

a.EAN.

Spht lewl apts.

Au (ondntoning
Watt to wall carpet

Fully fumished
CableTV5er\Oice
Outdoor gas grills

. ANDYET
VERY CLOSE TO CAMPUS
For Information stop bv

The Quads
12075. Wall
457-4123
SHOW APARTMENTS
Tue.-Thurs.-Fri.
1-5pm

large '''''111/ _ . a.c.. large ""-

_f. _.

chen. _"111/.
529-1211.549·1930.

Sat. 11-2 m

. D~shwasher

C.. .

.

-MIcrowave

~2 Full Baths

tot ~ot:\'\of\
CflLL
\,,\ot~
519-1011
.....1a;.......e__....__;M;.........- _. .- - '

ROOM

with

011

_men_women.

2..-81 ................ 106J1k/92
STAIIllNG AT 5155 mo. utll. turn.
IIftldenl IIIonagar. laundry facilIty.
mlaowuveond ... frlfl. In yourl'OOm.
lIandal olDIedendI 457-6721.
2-1~ ............•.. 10928d98
305 W. Pecan. II""", for renf In
deon. 3 bdNn home. Renl now and
no ,...., unlll MI>. 15. SI50 mo. "nd
...... thlrd utilities. Sfop by or coli
453·5288.1 _
_
for Potty.
2·~.................... 141_'

_campus.

1fJt.. .......
FOR RENT

:::'==,SS;:;'J29,:,er.
2·II-<i8 .•..•.......... 1715Bd95
FUIINISHED PRIVATE 1l00MS for
_les. oil utll. paid. Close 10
campus. PrI_ relrllJ"'alor. W-D
avoll .. cable f.v., 457·S/IIO.
2...................... 11S68d92

it 41 .. W. Sycamore

~N.A"yn

*610 S. Logan

IIOOMIIIA TE WANTED 10 shore nice

.'uden'.

house In town with fI"Od
SllS. plus holl "'Ililles. 529·11162.
2...................... 13378e92
1182 E. WAlNlIT. 51x1rm. fuml>hed.
011 utll"leS Ind .• 4 _ , . need I
More. SI 70 mo. each. 529·3513.
2·19.U .............. 161411elOl
FEMAlE IIOOMIIIAn WANTEO for
forge luxurious SoW _ghborhoad

Jt402W. Oak.f2

.. 405 E. Freeman

'* 120 S. Forest
* 617 N. Oakland
Jt 507 S. Hayes 12
• 511 S. Hayes
CALL

~::ce.nS;25. CG:;r"~III. ca~:d:
~~ ~9:~~~~ ~~r~93

.

IPrl_

529-1012

S405.

Now Renting
.

QUIET

=i:::t:"s.;::;~':!:::::;:-' 5110
2 ....................... NOW TM/NG APPUCATIONS for
SprIng _ . Parle P/oce Eo",
61 I E Parle. Carf>ot>dale. Call 549•.
2121.

1, 2 &3 bedrooms
529-2620.
2-4-88 ..........•....• 1635_
AND-OfI Fall.
ta
compus. exira ftIce 2. J. GIld 4
bdNn.. Fum.. InJuIat.cI. .... pela.
549-4808.
2·2_ .......•...... 164111>104
BIlAND NEW SPECTACULAR, 3
bedroom. 2 ond ..... halt botht.
"""""', pri_ bakony. lots 01
II"eeo. WlnIdw. 457.. ,1'4. 540..st73.
2·25............ , •.... 171911>106
AVAIlAJLE NOW. BIG 3 bedroom.
201 S./llarlan. Fumlshed. $J5O. V .....
nice. Huny.549.J850.
2-4-U .•.•••.•••••.•.• 17121b9O
IOONIESI IlEAl NICE. 5225. 2
bedrooms. 7 mIles 10 Stu. ApI"l........ wrpe1. _ , ",... 5493850.
2....................... 1 7 " _
CDAlE 2 BDIINI. FUIIN.. hou..
""",nd Un"""'fy lllali. 5250 mo.
plus ufJI. No peta. CoIJ 549.JOO1 or
457-4875.
.
2-9.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 16S31b93
3 IIDIIIII HOUSE. f'arlIy fumlolled.

.. "'38c94

2u=i.I:i'$,;-~t.

2-5-87 ....•.••.•..... _ 076/8c91
CAR8ONDAf.E, NICE. 2 bdrm.
....-Ious /ocoI-. Call 529-2432 or
684-2663.
2-4..18 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0I258c90
CAllBONDAlE 2 8D11111S. fumlshed.
_peled. cI~. underpinned ond
anchoroo.i.
529·5505
2-']·4 •............ , .• 15578c92
rwo BEDIIO()M IIIOIILE homes. 2
/ocal_ $130-$250 per mo. 5294444.
2-11-81. . .........•. 11058<100

I IIDIIIII WOODIIUllNING STOVf.

Le. - One block from
"~OG~1i" campus
...d"~ e.1\1\· Washer/Dryer

-to'"
d1"~
, <ftt''''

rot...

Woad. Park, 529·1$39.
2·5",7 .........•...... 08578c91
2 BDIINI. S16O. 1 BDIIM. $100.
Carpet. AC. " ' - . qulel. moln·
tenance. Sault> Woods I'orlc. 529·

......-n. Gou Prap«fy 1IIanag.....

With: Swimming pool

co'.....,. extra In-

=;h~"::;'!d~;'::r.· ~rot

/539.

687-ln4.

new

~~~=':"Na~J;!,G.

~r~-;7:;'!i""':i~~i
GgG'n.
2·16·U .•.•.•.......•• 16948a91
2 ONE iIIlI!M APTS. wAer ond "..,."
pu. In"'., low uff/. $225 mo.• p/toII~

campus.

w'ollon. -r nice. 529·5858 or -457·
4705
2·5.................... 16048<91
SUPEII NICE SINGLE Of" dble 0c2.19 .................. l603eblOI cupancy. complete/y fum.. COI"
~ IIDIIIII. NEW ond renladeled ""'. 3 peted. DC ond natural fIC' furnace.
AlIIocrrted withIn I mI. SlU campus.
coli lIIinoll
lea.OIIOble
2-5 .................... ""8b91 Mabli. Home lIenlollJJ·5475.
2 801IIII HOllIE. STOVE. relrlfl·. 2-11 ................... 16118<95
BDIINI. 12x55. counll"y _1111/, 10
::~. 68~1:t~~ requ~red. 2min.
from SIfJ. Call 6117-2116 Of" 6842....................... IIJ4/Ib9O 6012.
COuNTRY . HOOSE~ bdNn. ;;;., 2-8 .................... 11218<92
12.50, 2 BDIINI, flOOd /ocoIlon. low
·corpetlng. cenltaJ o;r, InJuJotH. utllll
.... .....,. nice. _ .
remodeled. Awll. now. 10 mIn.
from lfU. $435. call 529·1211 or 549· _.451-0163.
2-4-1IB ............••.• 145Of1c9O
1930.
2 ... ·11B .•.......•...... 17408b92 ClEAN 2 BDIINI. dose 10 SIU. furA80UT TIME YOU lived In 0 decenl nIshed. avol'Clbl. now. S t 70 pet' mo.
hous. of 011_'. cool? No bugs, Call 529·3SB I or 529·1820.
2·5 .................... 16338c91
IiIYOTtn ond clecm. two bedrooms, all
YOU BELIEVE thl.?5~SO-I6Ofor
app/lonceo. plus wa.h..- ond dry.... CAN
fuml$hed 2 bedrooms. Open _ .
Cobden. 20 mlnut.. South. S250. 1Good loc:otlon. 549·3/150.
893-4345.
2-8.................... IUlIb92 2....................... 17138c90
3 801IIII AND 4 IxInn fumlshed. TRAILER FOIl LEASE. Frosf lIIobll.
Awllable now. 684-3115 or 457· Home. Fum.. , :.tIrm. dbl. bed.,
eled. heal, range. db,. lnoul. 4575923.
2 ...................... 16778b92 8924.
2 IIDIIIII fNSULA TED. NO pets. 2...................... 17208c92
ceiling fan. 607 E.Pecan. S280 mo. 2 801IIII. ClEAN. QUIET pork, furMhed or unfumlolled. No pets. 457·
Call 54'-5430 ofhtr 5 p.m.
2·9 .................... ""Ib93 52U.
2·" ................... 1711B8c95
\IEIIY CLEAN, NEAll compu.. no
CONCEI/NED ABOUT HIGH ' - '
pets. mature renf.... only. Call 529- bill.? I IxIrm dupl.x opl.. fum ..
4030.
2·9.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . •. 17488b93 "'_, nopets.lI.nISI35,...-mon.h.
38D1/111 BIlIOC RANCH. 313 81rch In.•
2 bath. corporl. .....het--<It-y..-. _I. Ik. Honda. 54~-6612 days. 549-3002
ImmedJate/y. $425 mo. 529·3513
_5p.m.
3-1 ................... IBI28bIOi
2·26 .................. 16528<106
2 iIIlI!M HOUSE. 111'801/0. Stov•• FUl<NISHED 2 AND 3 bdrm. mobil.
re/rlg..-afor. w-d hookup. low homes. Nee bus 10 SIU. Rol ••
",lIIli.., $250 mo. Coli 694-2318 or _1111/ 01 S145. Carbondal.lIIobll.
Home •. 549·3000.
453·5321. ""'for"""".
2·5 .................... 17098b91 3-11 .................. 17938<116
3801IIII. NEW CAIIPET, frlg .. nor- 14 WIDE FUIINISHED clean. very
Iholde. quiel. nIce ~. 549-6720 nice. no pets. AIr. ovaJiabl. 1mmedlof.Iy.457-2862.
.
daysor-457-4117 .....
2-8 .................... 1697Bb92 2·4-88 ................ 14438c90
CARBONDAlE I 011 2 bdNn. c..... 10
compus. deon. gas heot, OC, avo".
now. no pels. 529·1422 ar 529-443 I

=:

16958a91
2 ONE BEDROOM UNITS. un'
furnished ........ utllill .. paid. $150
per mo.• 3 mlles .... , of Carbondale

CorOondGle.
2·22 .................. 11178<102
2 IIDIIIII qJlI.'4ISHED. c/ooe 10

APARTMENTS

c..'11

"'r.

529-3901.
2...._ ............... 176011092

!!::,:

..•........... I_'OO
TWO 8EDI/OOM HOUSE on Eo.f
College. Goad .rudenl /ocoI1an. 5294444.
2·IB·U .•.••..•..••.. II0llbl00

'f.'::.U:~: ............

~!~":~c~~;5·~7::.: :r~=~~~~
f~~~~£~f~:~~'= SU_
~~';;:~mablle'-2...., ................ 1558Af92
40 PEIICENT OFF ALL Koyoer

:r.7~"f;,t!:~

~:;";""'

1970 12>:60 MOBILE HOllIE. E.c.
cond.• 2 belrm, 2 ond one half ml.
_ I of Cdole. 5175 mo. plu. SIOO
dt.poolf. days 985-4000......,n" 5294212.
2·1 .................... OIS6/1c9O
PRIVA TE /978 12x45 nice I bdNn .",
2 lots. 2 ond one-n.li mI. fr"",
Cdale. SI50 mo. plus SlIlO depaoll.
days 985-4000. _Ings 529-4212
2-<.................... 08558c90
\IEIIY N'Cf 14x70. ' - bdNn prlllOIe
lal. Nat, ",I,... and cable. 529-4444.
2-18·11B .............. 11068<100
2 BDIINI MOBILE HOllIE. .....,. nIce.
sorry no pets. GlI••on IIIJ4p. 616 E.
Porkondllo,...,.,..lIIJ4p, S. Hwy. 51.

Hou.... Apartments

~1~~~~~ 1[:."·'.::m~;i~~::::::::··.1 No~~;:~7~;~R
DependobIe.SI500....U529.2090.
2-12.................. 175JA096

:!!"l:!il :;;-8'2::;"

'_'04 ~~~::'~~Jsua:.:,r:.,':i.
:.',..uded. 529-.1513. 3 people need I

2-24·11B ...•....•...••
3 IIDIIIII APAIITMENT. .xcluol. .
_ . Ideal for prafeoolon:" or
iowlty. $440 per month. Call 529·
4360.
2-29.................. 16-1280107
GEORGETOWN
APARTIllENTS.
lOVElY _
fum. or umum
Fall. Summ..- for 2.3. 4
peopl•. Dl$p'ay open 10-5:30 dally.
Call 529-2187.
2 · _ .............. 113680106
1 BEDROOM f/'F/CIENCY APAIIT·
MENT. dawnlown /ocoIlon: _,'''
Included. -457·S/IIO.
17898091
IIIUIIPHYSIIOIIO. VfRY NICE 3-1"OOm
apcrl1Mnl. Fuml>hed. utll/lles paId.
no p.'5. air. quA.' country
sUrTOUndlngs.687·1267.
2·12.... . . . . . . • . . . . .. . 17N8a96
111'80/10 FUIINISHED APT. Knotty
walls. hardwood fl_. hot _fer
heater. furnished
*Orly
""-'.:on. n.al. II"ash pick up fum .•
011 .,...., porkllll/. no pets. 664·
4169.
2-s.... ................ 17308a91
PAIIT/AllY fUIINISHED SPAOOUS. 3
"""" wllh bath ond kItchen. Hord·
_flo«o. loll ceilings. hoI "",fer
'-'.... lots of c/ooel space. Off
.,...., par/cllll/. no pets. 684-4169.
2·5 ..... ' ............... 17318091
FfJ:W. 2 01/ 3 bdNn. I I>IocIc from
campus. AIIOII_ Jon. I $350 per
month.6117-45n.
2·5 .................... 17968a91
703 WAllSTIIEET. 2 bdNn luxury
apt.. ".Murnlshed. sony no undergnx/. Call 457-455J.
2....................... 16818090
FURNISHED APAIITIllENTS. 1·2
_ . Prl ........ leI·.Mok. A
Dea•• call 549-24$4or-457-194I.
2.15.88 ............... ' _ 7
41100M. 2 BDIINI apI .• parity fum .• 6
mo Ieos•• "..,." pickup fuml.hed.
nopets. SISOmo.lII·bon>684·276O.
2 •• 5................... 16518097
SUBlEASEII NEEDED FOIl Sun.......
88. _ _ lIidge. fum .. cab •••
_.h..-~. mlao. S _ . 529·
2750.
2·10-88 ..............• 1683_
2 IIDIIIII. FUIINISHED. UTlunES
Included. 1.5 blocks from compus.
$370 mo. 453-51.9 days. or 549·5596

'·5.... ................

To lesl

2................. , •••• 114OAm9O
HIDE-A·BED SI25. bed $45. mopIe
IobIe and <holrs S/lS. _k IobIe and
choirs $600• ......,. $45. file cabinet
$50. wash..- $125. Call 529..3874.
2...................... lB03Am9O
CUSTOM lOOK CASE· .helvllll/
unlts· end lobi..• .tc. _
foord..AlllalIo529-43I'.
3-1-8............... 1749Am10i
OFFlCE DESK. CHAIII, coH.. table
ond lable /amps. Call 457-8022.
2 ..................... 1821""'92

SPACIOUS 2 BDllAI. counll"y s."'ng.
pels ok, corpe•• war..-Included. 4576956 .... 549-6603.
2"·88 ................ 12658b92
NEAll CAMPUS lUXUIIY 1 bed,...."".
fuml.hed hou... _ulel, no
pel.' Call 684-41+5.
2·5 .................... !5448b91
3 IIDIIIII HOUSE. 2 bath. corporl.
_.h..-~, $4:15 mao 529·3513.
2· IS................... 1555Bb97
ENGLAND HEIGHTS HOllIES. 2 belrm
_ f r y ""'111/, Unity Palnl school

for

Summer and Fall '88
Apat tments, Houses
Mobile Homes
MaUbu vWage 629-4301

PROFESSIONAl FEIIIAlE SEEKS some
ta .hore beautiful home In lII·bon>.
bdnn ond bath. Send .-.pll..

::IdgO":~..!'W,:l"'."mc::::~~cotl-

2.9.... . . .
_
.. . . .. 16268e93
F£MAlf IIOOMIIIATE WANTED. 3
btirmhouse,SI50mo. Call 529·1779.
2·5 .................... 165911e9/
WANTED.
MALE 1l000MATE
Nonsmoker. MOOIIe home, 12x70.

~~~!'=t.r.,~. Canlocl Greg
2·5·1IB . ..••.......•••. 17998e91
FE..v.tE IIOCIMMATE WANTED for
Iumt.hed house. C.".,..,In.l. 011 _ .
fumlShed I"OOm. 529-1211• •\49·1930.
2...................... 173811e92
IIOOMIIIATE WANTED: FURN. 2
bdNn suburbia. dose 10 S'U. Carpel.
""II,..,., ond utll. Call 54'·7487.
'·12-81 ...........•... 1815_
IIOOMIIIAT£ NEEDED FOIl 2 IxIrm
mobile ......... 5 mi. from compus.
SBO ""'. pi ... hoH utlllIles. Call rIm
457·7255.
2·17................... 1 6 _
I FEIIIAlE NEEDED. 2 IxIrm. fum ..
SI35 per mo. ParkYl.... IIIHIII .. 529·
1324 or 457·70J9 al... 5. come by
no. 20.
2./1.... .. . . . . . . . .... 183711e95

J)~ily Egyptian, Febnrary~ 4,
_.t ~ . - , _"t.' ".
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Sanglasses

8yJed Prest

~K

Congratulations
on your new
initiates.
Keep it up!
Lovt:,
The Men
of
Alpha Tau Omega

I

Guonm'_

....

11]
......., I

1····· ................................
. ''.,'
.. n_ i:•• 1,'.1'.
_. _
:li.ml
.1 P
·····1

,',:!

ROOMMATE fOil SPACIOUS 4 'I POSTAL JOBS I $20.064 ,'ar'l
GOUIHEII HOME lMPfIOVfMEN7S.
bedroom"""" ~ 10 SlU. $225. Prepare
nowl a.m-CorrI.,.I
Coif : Mechanleol. f'earl"". _,ng •
549-7691_5.
far
&am Warlcshop_ . Carpenl,y and PQlnllng-Mabll./_.__ ••
~~~~YS8ORO.-QUlri·~~'=~ &~~!:s~.~:'1.3
I098CI07
-::'1I~tcI-;'~I-Z:".""::,.': " " " ' j '

=.

.............................................

...._06'•." I
I ...... "Im," . Yl :::':'8~?';:';';'::;'.;!:'1.·..··'··'····.···'·'····;~;I';;=·'···'··'··'·······jlI ~p~*.~)O~i;: ;p~r:rOm~:.d~h~~:~ ;~._ ~.~
'1 GIANT

or

..
nlar
f"""d.
,tudenl $14' mo_ . GOVEIINMENT
JOBS. Your
$16.040-.
&.".m._
.. ' .529
. .-.2..'.'.4 ...........
98S-_ar
........ 713_Sp.'n.
159.230 yr. Now hlrl"l/.
Arecr.
. .. . .....
2-12-N.
. .......... 16508e96, &05-6117-6000 fit. 11-9501 far cu....nl

112
. •.

2 BEDROOM. lOCATED NEAR
Ramada Inn. Parllallyfuml,""'. Ph.
549.-4718.
2-9-N .......... _ ... , 14368191
CAllIONDAlE-NfCf. 2 bdrm. ap-

~:::'=.
~!~.

:,.,::;;.,r.:::.'_ ill.
all., ....

5..

17/'8~

ou,

2-25-88............
1027CI05
fJCC£UENT WAGES FOIl SPARE
as,embIy _ ; .led1'Onlcs. crofts.
DIMn. Info. 1-504-641-0091 hI.
4131 open 1 days.

I

<oucoslan coupl. In
Ihlrfles_
PI_.coIII-312-545-8958_
2-'7-'7 ..... _." .. , •. __ OllSF99
ADOPTION_ PLEASE HElP US.
Happily married chlldleu

MUlTI-FAMlLY

...........

_ .... I

... :•......... ' .. _.!'2:'1II'

:..
, .
I··.·.·
........................................
.
.
FfIEE-THf OfIIGfNAL party .... ,mal.

-.pI.. 811I1fUS- V_I cal'- dog Call S .
~-]it'N·FiJLi·il~-~~06~~ =""i..:~".::w:.::.",=, =985-6302_
. 17I7N91
~,.~:=-.:..;n.
5':. ~:::fI::i'~~':I;;. ~~2-~
-. -.. -. -,. --. -.-

=-

~=~~N'::iE ~N·wANTfO:·MUS~~
Ei£-:;OJru-fAGf';!S::': •••.••·JiUf.d.~1
person

The Men
of

LlX
wish to
congratulate
their newest

Associate
Members:
Gary Berge

I'

-.nlry ..HI"II an Ihree _ _ wllh

""'t6'2. 225 lbo_ App!y In

=:'::fI::-~'S:zS_ man"', ~~-"

I

an Infanf. Will pay .xpen.... of-

al

I
. . . . . . _ .. _._._ 1S64C921
2-5-88 - ............... 17358191 MAKE $1000 "... hour
at
SHAIIP 2 IDIIM. FURN. carpel. ac. hNne_ full lime Of' pori-lime wor~.
dean. qulel ""g~. _Ikl"ll Send . .If addres,ed_ ,'c:npeci
dl._. Far _Iauo atudenl. After. _/ape far Infonnallan WMC 1715
5 ".m. 549-7152.
I leaf Av.. Murlressbaro. TN 37130.
23-N ................ 180IMI' 2-18-88. _." ....... _ .. 1S93C100
QUIET COUNTRY UVING. 2 bdrm. all 1 IMMEDIATE OPENINGS. HINAWAY
electric-heal pump. 5 mIl.. south on . IDunge_ 827 E. Main. Carbondal.,

!::::,':i:r.::,;,':ircol";:;·2'i1.
352-S003.
2-'-88 . _ . ____ •. , ... ___ • 1541F92
GOlO-SII.VEII_ IIIOKEN
coins • • ,.,,/"11. &a..baJ1 cardr. cIau
'e. J and J Calns. 821 S.
"'/nall.457-61131_
2-29-88 .. ___ . ___ - - - ... I086F107
CASH IN A flASH '" Trader', World,

_1"11

_fry.

""1/1.•

~f7~"Y.~.Iap: 5~_1.'n:468199 ~- Go-Go Doncws. 8a<C'DALE 3 8IlItMS. $450. heal. _./2-19-88 _ ........ _ ..... 1612C101
lrash, pels alcor_ no ' - or IIE50llT HOTELS. CIIUISELlNES_
_lerbed_ Call 457-5438_
AI,Ii".. and " " " , , - " I ParIes
2-12-N ...... _ .. _ ..... 1698/1/96 NOW
appfl_lan, far

=ut~9~ Ihap,

No pels.

:r;:rv leaf Parle - CarlwvI'Ie

98S2-15-88 ...... _ . _ ...... 15418197

pleasecollcollect;(2~1)423-5J25.

FISHEI/IES. Earn $600

pfoot:i -"

'~rr.
.000 _'"1/1.
No ••" . . . MALE 0/1 FEMALE. Far
bade

could"..

J.lp for eJ./lvery. F-or Inqulrft

~~~::t."c:.,'15~!3:57~

Apply at

U~Jvws'ly

OmDudsman.

~~.~'! ~2: __ .. . __ 1696C92
COUNSElOllS FOIl BOY'S camp'n

~7.·· =~~5.!k':=!L'~~j.

or
person"'''_

Female dellwry
5294517.
2-17-88 .. _.• __ . _______ . 1566C99
DO/IMITOIIY MANAGEII-C'DAlE_
U .. In pasJ'lan far 0 mot.". Indl~_

~1~45"7Z1f"'Y School.

2-17-N .. _.. ____ , __ . __ . 1692(99
WQIIIC ,N JAPANI Indlvidua" wi'" a
degr.. and·or •• perJane. in
.Iectron.cs and .'.clrlcal

_____

1743PN)

I ii!:. 'GRAY' AND-;';';~ ~~=
=~:;;.;::::.':; !;..Iboks":...."":

cui ,

""noI. (!»hInd

landlt• .-.-cIaff-'1 549-0491_

~~~IIOi.F 'WAiiET~~~

Poperworks. 825 5
Plaza ReconI,). T.rm

pape~

:~~~.~~~'............

J353E97 2........... ;......... 1826G90

=-s::.-i I/'~~;:;::-~;;C;..,.,.. :n0

2-1-N_ P I _ .."lImenlal. PI_
no _ , - ' asked_ 549-

1;•••

miles soulh of mal, an GlanI CIty
_ . Open 8-5 M-F and Sat_ br
_'.529-5331.
2-11-N. _ ........ _. . . .. 1609E95
AlTEIlATIONS AND SEWING In my
'-"e. 529-1690.
2-5-88 .. _ .. ___ . __ . _____ 1116E91
LYNN'S HOME ClEANING Servlao.

WAREHOUSES FOR renl.
CariJandoIe Induslrfal Parle. 12,.,4_
""-,457-40470.
2-4-47
. __ .. _______ . __ . _ 0405J90
METROPOLITAN COMMUNITY
OfURO/ of Southern llllnoI,. wi'" a
special outreach 10 ".. fIOY and
lesbian .-.munlty. worships at 8
p.m. SUndays at ".. Inlerlol'"
Cenl.,. 913 S_ 111'-'.
2:25-88 ,. _ . ___________ 1451JI05

~=:"""r.;bf.. ~;~~~abl •.

2-4-N . _. _. __ . ____ .. __ . 1623E92
FOIl YOUII GROUP.
team or organizations. ShIrts.
IOde.Is, hats••tc. Discounts. Gusto',

SIlKSCIIEEN

man_', real ..101.

• 'ementary educollon and ".. travel
Incfuslry In_fed In leachIng
English far _
par In Japan 10
emplayen of ma,Of' corparot/o,,. ._ I mInistries should .,,-Ile
10. In,emo'ional Education Servkn.

THE HANDYMAN-HOME ..."..,.. and
remodeJing. All
lorge and
small. Quollf, work. Reasonable.
457-7026.
2-23-N ...... _ . _ .. _... 1444£IOJ
-TYP'NG.EDITNG_WRmNG.- Same
day ..",ke_ " I maIce you '''''''
flOOd. " Ca" 457-20511_
2-24-N ..... _.. ____ . _. 1628E104

=.!.alsa~~J:/ ~kf~:

FAITH' :MPlE INFANT Dar Care has I

bus'....

Japan. lnfarmallan an ".. _'lion
will be ...,1 aft., .-M"II 0
deloiled _ _ _ phalagraph.
2-4-88 __ . _, •.. __ . ____ . _ 1409C90
UYf IN ATTENDANT 10 .,.".. far
partIol/yIoaotdleapped_.llaam
and - . l . salary. TIme 011_ Coli
aftw7,OOp_",_549-6888.
2-12-N __ . __ .... __ . __ . _ 1801(96
IUS/STANT IlESlDENTIAL HOUSE
_ . 10 supetv/Ie ""'- far
dew/opmMtoffr disabled adulls_
T_ 24 hr. "..._ "... - " ( _
WHir dar). & " . . _ requlred_
SIiJ7 pM - " pi... frInge. fOE
opp"
to, Jaclcs_ CommunIty
Worlcshap. 20 N. IJIIt St.• M",physbaro. It 62966. Apply br Feb.
11ft.
2-5-44 ......... _ ....... 1822C91
Alii 8IIUSH AIITIST . - In Car~ ,..,.." . _ - Call "2.-4742-1_ ... - - .. _ . . ... .. 182506

,·:.I.{i.~1.i.I,:\3.1.;.ji.i.l·f._1

MIH'

~;:~~':..-:~V. ~~~~j'I.~~"~~!'~: ~~:;"'~'~: ~~~.'-'124E1 12
.ng'" •• rlf'J9.
odv.""""9.
'.'.commlln/cQ"onl. eduwtlon.

FebT7pm

Happy ActlvatiOD
to all, Keep the
beautyshbrlngl

DaPidNewby

IIIlnotsRm.

•

with.

Smile Ad.
For more information
contact Rick at
536-3311 ext. 217
Dacdne for Fri •• Feb. 12
isat~Wed.., Feb. 10

Dear Sister,

Good Luck!

The Men of
T.aetaXi
Fraternity
Invite All
Interested
SIUMen toOor
Open

Bouse

Join
HAPPY
BIRTHDAY!

",lheWorId"'Oz.549-5220_

._,.11_

A
Winner

0611.

ForR\des
Call

Westmore Rm.
Trueblood

The
Omega
Fraternity
announces

Rosanne
Accettura

tlZ
U&,~.o~

•

_~u-t

-'du-J

fotlk

'£.IJ-a fiJI-...

She-sthe
SWEETHEART

of

ATO"
AT{}
,

Welcomes

-Paul Pabst-

$1,"_/
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lentzHall

feb:l67pm

•••••

Li Ling Chock

2-10-88 •••• _.,, ____
lADln
WAIID.OIE
COHSUlTATION, will _ _ what
_
aIrwody own_ Mel/ndo. 549-

feb:T58pm

Alpha Tau

__ 9-UI

Illiii11liii1iiiiiiiljliilllllijJIiili

r

OregWilson

TONIGHT
at
6:00P.M.

21S w. MAIN

_I",
6~i:';:
mM'orf;;.'21J6.
.

Mike Tatra

_t

s""""

M-FI().4pcn

I

~

Confidenlial A.-i.tone.
Mt-279.

2.24-44 . _____ .. ___ . ___ 1452EI04
MAKE _E YOUR child II ......../"11
while _ ..... _ Enroll )"QUI' chIld . . -

__ .. _... _ .... _. _

feb~pm

Tad Vonachen

PREGNANT?
call a.RTHRIGHl'
Fr. . Pregnancy r..li""

,obs

2-IS-88 . ....• _ . __ ••. ___ 1709f97
HOUSECLEAN/NG_ WEEKLY or
_ ! y . Have m.r-_ Calf
-*457_ _ _
2-17-N. _ . _ .... __ . ___ . _ 1120f99
SUNNY AIIIZONA-PIIOSpflOUS.
uncrowded. A unl_ detalfed boaIr
guides )"QUI' WD)' to a fun-fllfed low...... ,''-. fully guaron~.
WIII'om. pub/l.h/nl/. ~61 E_
Speedway no. 133. TIICIOII. Am_
;S]~.
1688E92

oak Rm. Grinnell

ATil

I ONE If".AAT WHITE d/amc;td .
hooked

ell?:,;-:21,r::=r::j~~ EiE~:..;r$
2-0h98 ... _ , . _ . _ .. ____ . _ 1529C90
PART 0/1 FUU -tIme ...Ies .-.pl. far
lingerie. A"""
gen. merrh.

Jason Morgan

~~~~~

CommercIal I'hotography SIudMI
laakJ"IIfarmale"""_.. ...acMIs
for parIfoIla. Call 6N-64t2 anytime.

. 457-7427_

HANDYMANWlTHPICKUPwlIIC/..."

IlllnolsRm.

A/r:~

confIdenIla'- Co" Herb HaI_
collect 3 12-&S3-OP15_

ItilUYli;I$:IUi'v'l:t S~~i2;-e:~

=!,l~~. ::;t'~:::~lalo:::. ~~,!~- -AND' -WCMO' -p;"::~~

IIIlnolsRm.

Feb-:47pm

DlnlngRmll

good pay-

W"'* Study ellglb" and havu4 hr.

TravisKeamey

Scott Sims

~i:;;"'''~_ ~~z:_2:zrJ:ac,06

~T~j:NT·WORKBi;MiisT·b.'~,;:!

AncirecD BaJlCOl~k

Feb. 82:30pm

dc'''_

=~.~~ngMUS~':
:.d~·"==-~;-I~:' - .

IIlInotsRm.

Feb.3-7pm

The Men
of -.

coil

'I

feb. 2 2:30pm

Tom Klqperich

a ......11

$~r:l!£~7;.rJ¥. f§:£~t~4$j ~Et·?i±.EH.•:£2]

PEllSONF/llDAY.20haun"..._~.

Become a Student
Life Adviser and
StartNowf
Come to an
Interest
Meeting!
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National Religous Broadcasters
vote for financial code of ethics
}

J

J
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WASHINGTON (UP!) The National Religious
Broadcasters, acting in the
wake of the PTL scandal that
damaged their credibility and
sent contributions plummeting, voted Wednesday to
make mandatory a code of
financial ethics.
Although the code, which
calls for fuller financial
disclosure and pr<.hibits large
broadcasting ministries from
domination by family members and ministry st.aff, has
been in the works for more
than a year, revelations of
financial abuse by the sex and
scandal-scarred PTL ministry
spurred the reform effort
among the largely Protestant
and theologiCD.lly conservative
NRB.
So, too, acknowledged NRB
Executive Director Ben Armstrong, -did the possibility of
further investigations by
Congress into the tax exemption of televisiClo and radio
evangelists.
Armstrong said 330 voting
members attended the closed
~ion at which it was decided
to make the "ethics and
financial integrity" guidelines
mantJatory for membership in
the NRB. Only six voted
against making the guidelines,
which have been in effect since
SerteIr.ber, mandatory.
The NRB, with more than
1,350 member organizations
and ministries, represents
about 75 percent of Christian
religious radio and television
programming.
Under the guidelines,
:nembers will submit to a ninemember NRB commission an
i.ndependently audited

Unwed mom
shoots self,
kills unborn
HOUSTON (UPI) - An 18year-old wcxr.an apparenUy
depresst'd over her Dregnancy
put a .22-caliber revolver to
her abdomen and pu":ed the
trigger, kiiijiig her 5-and-ahalf-month-old fetus, officials
said.
The woman. whose :lame is
being withheld, is in :fair
contfition at Hermann
Hospital, officials said.
Police said the woman told
authorities: "I shot myself. I
wanted to kill my babv."
The woman was foUnd lying
on the bathroom floor of her
home just after 3 a.m. Tuesday
by her brother, who was
awakened by the gunshot,
police said.
"I've been shot," she told
. her brother, who then searched the home for an attacker.
The woman's mother picked
up the revolver and when the
woman's grandmother asked
what happened, the woman
said, "I'm depressed. I'm too
ashamed because I'm
pregnant and I didn't want the
family to know," police said.
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The National Religious
Broadcasters, with
more than 1,350
member organizations
and ministries,
represents about 75
percent of Christian
religious radio and
television programming.
financial statement annually,
although smaller ministries
with less than $1 million in
contributions will only be
required to do so every other
year.
In addition, ministries are to
make ?vailable to the public
an annual report, ensure that
more than half the members of
the board of directors of
ministries are "!lUtsiders" neithP-r iHmily nor staff - and
~mise to use all solicited

at~~~::o~;.~ted

The rules said fund raising
costs should not exceed 35
percent of related contributions and "total· fund'raising ami administrative
costs not exceed 50 percent of
total income."
Armstrong also said the
nine-member commission will
look at salary levels of principals and staff involved in the
ministries, but would not say
whether the NRB commission
will detern..ine whether such
salaries are "excessive."

Armstrong also said the nt w
rules would be policed Ly
random, on-site visits 11
various ministries when
"previously, we accepted their
word."
NRB's 1,350 members will
have 90 days from June 1 to
apply for accreditation - and
thus NRB membership - and
have two years to come into
full compliance with the new
rules.
Armstrong told a news
conference following the
session tfult the new rules will
help restore the badly shaken
credibility of the amorphous
religious broadcasting industry.
"The rules will cause people
to realize we have nothing to
hide," Armstrong said. "We
have an open book and ~n open
policy."
Armstrong
also
acknowledged that no set of
guidelines or rules could put an
absolute end to fund-raising
abuses.
He also acknowledged a oneday House subcommittee
hearing last summer spawned
by the PTL scandal was
"(>8rtly the reason why there
was such a strong vote...
"I would r.ay today our
people got a dose of regulatory
fever," he said. .
..
Armstrong said·. the··· new
rules would be policed on a
contract basis br. the
Evangelical Councll for
Fianancial Accountability, the
respected 9-year-old group
that
monitors
other
theologically conservative
groups.
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All Winter Merchandise

50% plus 20 % off
Tops, Coats, Pants, Dresses, Shoes, etc ...

DEN IM·:SALE

1h-

Off

Jeans, Jackets, Skirts

ruthie~
'702 S. Illinois
M-Sat. 9:30-6pm

Gov~rnor' s

phony pardon
gets veteran to surrender
but in other communities
TUSCALOOSA, Ala. (UPI)
across the country. Kids are
- A V;etnam veteran who took A uthorities tricked
just
generally scared to go to
teachers and students at a
school."
Christian school hostage at Harvey into surrelr
Harvey,
armed with rifles
gunpoint was charged with 84
and handguns, barged into the
counts (of kidnapping Wed· dering by playing a
church·run
school
with Rhodes
nesday and sent to a state videotape containing a
Tuesday morning and
ment.t:l fadlity for psychiatric
phony
promise
of
demanded to speak to
tests.
Bond was set at $8.4 million pardon from Gov. Guy President Ronald Reagan,
Hunt and Tu.c;caloosa Mayor AI
each for James Larry Harvey
DuPont about political and
and his alleged accomplice, Hunt
social prob! JlllS in the nation.
John Rhodes Jr., Oath 42.
He later presented a list of 65
Harvey was taken to Taylor
questions on issues such as the
Hardin Secure Medical service is planned for Sunday.
Facility. Rhodes was booked
"We've got to get the place homeless, welfare, cominto the Tuscaloosa County cleaned up, it looks like," said munism and Central America,
Ca rden.
.. E verbody' s but did not request answers
Jail.
No one was hurt during the emotionally drained and worn from any specific person,
13·hOl1r takeover of the West out. (They need) a day to police said.
Relatives said Harvey, who
End Christian School Tuesday, recoup."
Alan Goodwin, director of moved to Tuscaloosa from San
which ended when authorities
tricked Harvey into surren- the Indian River Mental Antonio, Texas, about a year
dering by playing a videotape Health Center, said social ago, was discharged from the
containing a phony promise of agencies in the city have Navy 23 years ago because of
a pardon from Gov. Guy Hunt. established a task force to help mental problems. Doris
The 350·student school, children and parents deal with Elliott, Harvey's half sister,
which is operated by the West the incident. He said most of said he had problems coping
End Baptist Church, was those
involved
were with the Vietnam War.
closed Wednesday to students, "recuperating on their own."
Police said Rhodes had been
although the staff reportE"J to
"What we are getting a lot of hired by Harvey at an emwork. Headmaster Uan is parents calling about other ployment service and apCarden said the school will kids who are scared," parently did not know about
reopen Thursday, and a Goodwin said. "We're not only the takeover until he arrived at
special thanksgiving prayer hearing about it in this area, the schooL

Task force to probe allegations
of officers' drug deals, racism
LUMBERTON, N.C. (UPl)
- The head of a task force
authorized by Gov. Jim Martin
to defuse a hostage crisis in
Robeson County Wednesday
pledged a thorough investigation into allegations of
raciai injustice and drug
dealing among law officers.
"There is some concern we
are going to just sweep this
under the rug and just sign a
piece of paper but that's just
not true," Phil Kirk, Martin's
chief of staff, said.
Two American Indians face
anti-terrorism and weapons
charges that could get them
life in prison following a 10hour siege in which 20 hostages
were seized at the Robesonian
~ewspaper. No one was inJured.
Eddie Hatcher and Timothy
Jacobs stormed the newspaper
armed with sawed-off
shotguns and a pistol,
demanding an investigation
into racial injustice in the
county and raising allegations
of drug dealing and corruption
among authorities.
As part of negotiations that

freed the hostages, Kirk signed
an agreement on behalf of
Martin pledging the creation of
the task force.
"I antiCipate spending
literally 100 or more hours on
this task force," Kirk said.
"This is going to be a very
serious and deep effort. It's not
going to be just a quicJc glance
a tit. "
The task force will hear from
Hatcher and Jacobs, as well as
John Hunt, jailed in
Robeson County on armed
robbery and assault chargesand others who might have
information on racial
discrimination and corruption
in the county, Kirk said.
Hatcher and Jacobs reportedly
seized the hostages in part out
of fear Hunt's life was in
danger because of knowledge
about drug dealing by law
officers.
One provision of the
agreement allowed Hunt the
option of moving to a jail or
prison outside Robeson
County, but Hunt told United
Press International Tuesday
he prefers to remain where he

Father listens in horror
as robber shoots his son
WEST MEMPHIS, Ark. went quiet. They shot him ~t
(UP!) - A Missouri man the phone and then agam
listened in ht)rror to an outside, the police tell me."
Arkan"as r'l!>bery but did n'lt
"The phone just dropped,
know until hours later that his and then there was this
son was shot and killed for hollering and then nothing,"
refusing to take orders from the father said. "I could bear
thf! robbers.
this woman hollering, but I
Melvin Dennis Rogers, 37, of couldn't understand what she
Lynchburg, Mo., a small town was saying. My wife got on the
in southern Missouri, was phone while we were waiting to
killed in the Monday night hear from somebody, and she
robbery of a convenience yelled 'Hello' and stuff into the
store-service station in West phone, but nobody heard us
Memphis.
until the cop picked up the
Rogers, a driver for C~ phone much later."
tract Freighters Inc. of Joplin,
Carter, who arrived at the
Mo., bad stopped to refuel his station about 20 minutes after
truck and was using a pay the robbery, said Rogers was
phone to talk to his father, talking on the telephone and
Melvin Rogers, 67, in Lyn- "refused to get on the floor, so
chburg when the shots rang they shot him. He chased them
elder Rogers said his outside and they shot him
8C'!l used an expletive and again."
"then I heard wt.at sounded
The car used by the robbers
like three sh<>ts and the phone was abandoned in Memphis.
Page 18, Daily E3YPtian, February 4,1988
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is and does not believe his life
is in jeopardy.
Kirk said the panel's first
goal is to hear "specific
concerns and allegations"
raised by the hostage takers.
"A key word is specific.
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Babbit begins attack aimed at Bush _campaign
DES MOINES, Iowa (UPI)
- Democrat Bruce Babbitt,
taking a page from a George
Bush script, theatrically
ripped up a Bush campaign
brochure Wednesday and
challenged the vice president
to say just where he would cut
the budget.
At a breakfast appearance in
a trendy Des Moines
restam'ant, the former Arizona
governor also chastized Bush
for accusing CBS anchorman
Dan Rather of "voodoo
journalism" and said, "On

Republican rival Rep, Jack
Kemp of New York at a recent
Cedar Rapids, Iowa, campaign
appearance.
Babbitt, who has been attacking Democratic frontrunners Rep. Richard
Gephardt of Missouri, Gov.
Michael
Dukakis
of
Massachusetts and Sen. Paul

Simon of Illinois in recent
days, turned his attention to
the Republican vice president.
He read from a Bush
campaign brochure saying,
"On a cold winter's night,
Iowans will make history. tt
"Well, I will tell you. It will
be a cold day - in Heck before history puts George

Bush in the Oval Office," he
said.
Acknowledging "a cheap act
of showmanship," Babbitt held
up a red pen and copy of the
federal budget and challenged
Bush to say exactly which
budget items he would cross
out under the line-item veto he
advocates presidents be given.

"~i up or shut up," he said.
"He's not going to tell you
his budget cuts before the
election," Babbitt said. "He
just wants to blame his own
timidity on a power that's
missing in the presidency. I
don't think he's fooling
anyone."

~J s~~~ef:r~t~ : :

him as a running mate."
In 1980, Bush branded then-

presidential rival Ronald

~::::;sec';::=;''::~~

ran on Rt'.agan's winning
ticket.
Babbitt later playfully
ripped up Bush's campaign
pamphlet and said, "Finis,"
the same word Bush used when
he ripped up a pamphlet of
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Film gives personal. look:
into· Berry's legendary· life
.nd L1.. W.m.
Staff Writers

word in.
"He gave me more
Hackford's questions about
Berry's nersonal life -his headaches than Mick Jagger,
time in
his sex life- but I can't dislike him,"
usually rubbed Berry the Richards said.' In' the
wrong way, provoking fiery rehearsals Berry would be an
obstinate grouch, but on stage
replies from the star.
"Hail, Hail, Rock 'n' Roll" he was like a carefree child,
centers on Berry's 1986 60th exhibiting energy that makes
birthday cOlleen !It the Fox younger rockers appear
Tbester in his hometown, st. zombie-like in comparison.
The birthday performance
Louis.
Keith RirJuirds, possibly was the highlight of the film.
Britain's beIIt Chuck Berry Berry was joined by guest
guitar clone, produced the artists who would take over the
soundtrack and put together a vocal chores, letting Berry
stellar backing band for the duck-walk all over the stage.
show that includes drummer
"TDere'S nOi a foCoJ Other
Steve Jordan, former member ways to ~y rock 'n' roll
of David Letterman's Late guitar besldes the way Chuck
Night band; modern-day plays," Clapton said, making
bluesman Robert fray on the most scholarly comment
rhythm guitar; and long-time about Berry's seminal inBerry pianist Johnnie John- fluence on rock music.
son.
Berry's story is biumpbant,
lt was during rehearsals for crossing racial. barriers of
the show at Berry's home that rock
showed the crusty, old man
In a scene shot in the Fox
side of the legend. Berry would Theater's ornate lobby Berry
disapprove of the way reflects on the pre-ci~ lights
Richards would play a days when he was told, "You
passage, Richards would people aren't allowed in here."
object, but Berry would
Today is the movie's last
always manage to get the last showing at the Varsity theater.
to Berry's records.

By Curti. Winston
-

"Hail, Hail, Rock 'n' Roll,"
is a beautifully made biOOte to
one of rock's legends, ChGCk
Berry, showing the many sides
of the man: performer,
businessman, grouch and
human being.
Directed by TaylOl' Hackford, director of "Against All
Odds" and "An Officer Ilild a
Gentleman and co-producer of
"La Bamba" the film has a
personal, bOme video feel. It
chronicles Berrv's evolution;
from playing - blues in a
smokey club to riding a
golfcart around Berry Park,
his Wentzville, Mo. estate.
The "rockumentary" is
filled with other rock pioneers
- Bo Diddley, Little Richard,
Phil and Don Everly, Jerry
Lee Lewis, Roy Orbison - who
talk of the "good old daYS. "
Berry's "students,l, also
make appearances. Keith
Richards, Eric Clapton, John
Lennon
and
Bruce
Springsteen,tell how they
learned to play guitar listening
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obtain dn Insurance

wa,ver i,on, the Crall Shop .

~ h.sdai~wl~tlocU~()nitudents

f>tol0yed"ot.age. 8a..c pottery
technoques will 1M! t~ught
hpenmenuttOrl w,iI 1M! encouraged
.
he i,rst 3 sesSIon. w,lI comb,neone hour
oj handbuold,nll plu. one hour oi wheel
thtow,nll. The fOUrth sess,on w,lI 1M! reserved
ior IIlaz'l11I and decorating busqued pottery.
All i,n .. heeI work w,lI have 10 1M! p,cked up durmg
Crail Shop open hau,. the week iollow,nglhe lasl
clas~ sess,on.
Fee S2O.GO (MaterN" included.)
Thursda¥ 5:00-7:00 p.m.
SPONSORED BY THE STUDENT CENTER CI"fT
DEADUNE FOI "PrUCATlON: SAT~fEB. 6,
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AI'tS arid Entertamment·
Grey) falls in love with the
resort's dance instructor
(Patrick Swayze).

12wpmens' films
set for Big Muddy

Fatal Attraction - (Fox
Eastgate, R) A woman (Glenn
Close) won't let the married
man (Michael Douglas) with
whom she bad a chance encounter forget about her, even
if she has to kill him.

.
Cros.oing "Ber.ten by
Kracher Laing Salek.
When Diamomls were a
Girls Best Friend,by Janis
Taylor.
Dorothy Molter: Living in
the BOWldary Waters, .' ,
,. Jllst Keep Going, by
,Meyers.
"

Twelve'· women's rdms
will be shown from 12:30 to5
p.m. today as part of the Big
Muddy Film Festival in the
cinema and pbotography
soundstage in the{'OOl.•
munications Building;
Schedule of films:
Definitions. by Jennifer

JO::' e
Bride's.
by
'Coax Looze.
'
Catwalk. by Graef.
Manifes'. '. Destiny.: by

For Keeps - (Fox Eastgate,
PG-13) Molly Ringwald stars
as a pregnant teenager who
must decide on ·whether to
marry her high school
boyiriend or go to college.

m!'::c~mj!~~ f~

Good Morning Vietnam (Varsity, R) Robin Williams
steals the show in this comedydrama based on the true story
of military disc jockey Adrian
Cronauer.

fes.tival, will present his
fllms, including "Ophelia,"
"Phases of the Moon" and
Leech. .
"The Cat Lady" at 7 p.m. in
Things your Mother. the Student Center
Never Told You, byRbyena Auditorium, . Admission is
Halpern. . ........
, $2. "Kagemusba,'" by
Man Oh' MaJi~ ·'by J.Japanese director Akira
Clements.. ' '.'
.
... . Kurosawa, will be shown at
Gap Toothed Woman, by 8 p.m. in tile Student Center
Les Blank.
Auditorium as part of the
Mothers Day Pea~e tribute to Kurosawa.· AdAction~ by Leech. .:.
mission is $2.

House of Games - (Varsity,
R) This little-known film has
made a strong comeback
because of the attention it bas
received from critics as a
possible contender for
Academy Awaronominations.

.~~~~~~~~

CONCERTS:

Hauer, two runaway, killer
robots.

Stanley Jordan, Shryock
Auditorium, 8 p.m. WedBraddock: Missing in Action
nesday. Tickets are $9.
m - (Varsity, R) Chuck
Norris returns to rescue his
U.S. Air Foree Military long, lost family, who are
Airlift Command Band, trapped in Vietnam.
Shryock AuditorimD, 8 p.m.
Monday. Admission is free.
Broadcast
News
<University Place 8, R)
lMOs Radio Hour, Marion Starring William Hurt and
Civic Center, 8 p.m. Tuesday. Holly Hunter, this higbly
Tickets are $15, $12 and $10.
acclaimed· film takes a look
into the world of television
MUSIC:
news that most bave never
. AImnder Cole;s, 519S;'·'~""
Dlinois Ave. - Steps. 9 p.m. ' Cinderella .;:... (University
Frida,.andSaturday.
Place 8, G) Walt Disney's
classic animated version of the
Fred's Dance Barn, R.R. 6, fairy tale is back in the
Cambria Road - Ken Carlysle theaters and wOlitgo away.
and die Cadillac Cowboys. 8:30
p.m. Saturday.
Concla TrIp - (University
Place 8, R) Dan Aykrofd and
Gatsby's, Campus Shopping Walter Matthau star m this
Center Club Keda and absurdist comedy that finds
Brownsville Stadon, 9:30 p.m. Aykroyd as a mental patient
Thursday. Medem Day Saints, who impersonates a radio
9:30 p.m. Friday and Satur- psychiatrist.
day. Ken Carlysle and the
Cadillac Cowboys, "9:30 p.m.
Dirty Dancing - <UniverSunday.
sity Place 8, PG-13) Set during
1963 at a Catskills resort, an
Hangar 9, 511 S. Dlinois Ave. awkward teenager (Jennifer
- The Stranded Lads, 9:30
p.m. Thursday. .Jungle Dogs,
9:30 p.m. Friday and Saturday.

The Serpent and the Rain-

bow - <University Place 8, R)

Movie based on a true story of
a young man who explores the
mysteries of the voodoo cult
and ends up becoming one of
its victims.
Three Men and A Baby <University Place 8, PG)
Directed by Leonard Nimoy,
this comedy stars Tom
Selleck, Steve Guttenberg and
Ted Danson as three bachelors
who find a baby girl on their
dOOrstep.
Wan Street - (University
Place 8, R) Michael Douglas
delivers'a fine perf.armance as
a corrupt waIf Street broker.
Directed by Oliver Stone, who
won an Academy Award for
directing "Platoon."
THEATER:
Ah, Wilderness, The Stage

Company, 101 N. Washington,
8 p.m. Friday and Saturday
and2 p.m. Sunday. Tickets are
$6 Friday and Saturday acd $4
Sunday.
Snoopy Lab Theater,
Communications Building, 8
p.m. Saturday and Sunday.
Tickets are $3.
SPECIAL EVENTS:

Big Muddy Film FestivalStudent Center Auditorium.
Tribute to Akira Kurosawa,
"Kagemusha," 9 p.m. tonight.
Admission $2. Best of the Fest
Winning film and video entries
and honorable mentions, 3
p.m. Sunday. Admission is $2.
Sports Sbow, - SIU-C
Arena, 5 to 9 p.m. Friday, 10
a.m. to 9 p.m. Saturday and 12
to 5 p.m. Sunday. Tickets are

$3.

The Lost Boys - (Saluld, R)
A small town is infested with
hip, teena:gevawpires.
Moonstruck
(Fox
Eastgate, R) Cher stars in this
romantic comedy as a widow
who discovers love again with
Nicolas Cage.
Overboard (University
Place 8, PG) Spoiled socialite
Goldie Hawn suffers from
amnesia and is taken advantageofbyKurtRussell.
Planes, Trains. and
Automobiles - (Saluki, R)
This odd-couple -comedy stars
Steve MartiD as an urbane ad
man who is seated Dezt to aD
uncouth loudmouth (John
Candy) on a Thanksgiving
holiday airplane flight.
The Rwming Man - (Saluld,
R) Arnold Schwarzenneger
stars as a competitor in a
violent, telvised game sbvw in
the future.
She's Having a Baby <University Place 8, PG-13)
Elizabeth McGovern and
Kevin Bacon star in this
comedy about· an engaged
couple who are expecting a
baby.

FINANCIJ~L

The Hideaway Lounge, 8%1
E. Main Sl - Tin PaD Alley,
9:30 p.m. Saturday.
PK's; 308 S. Dlinois Ave. Brian Crofts, 9:30 p.m.
Thursday. .Jimmy HusUla, 9:30
Friday.
Pinch Penny Pub, 700 E.
Grand Ave. - Mercy, 9 p.m.
Saturday.
Prime Time Restaurant and
Lo!mge, Route 13 East-Gary
.JoDes Band, 9 p.m. Thursday
tbrougbSaturday.

AID AWARENESS WEEK
Financial Aid' A lDareness '!'eek
February 1.8

Now is the time to stait applying for financial aid for the
1988-89 academic school year

To apply for financial aid, you should c9mplete and mail the
1988-89 ACT/Family Financial Statement Form as soon as possible!

MOVIES:

Batteries No& Jncluded (Liberty, PG) Hume Cronyn,
who won an Academy Award
for his role in "Cocoon," stars
in another movie about aliens
from outer space who visit
Earth.
Blade Runner - <Saluki, R)
Harrison Ford stars as a
futuristic detective in search
of Daryl Hannah and Rutger

*To be given priority consideration of all aid programs, you
should complete and mail the ACT/FFS before April 1, 1988.

Paid for by the Office of Student Work and Financial Assistonce

Kennedy proves 'the third time's a charm'
WASHINGTON <UPI) The Senate unanimously
confirmed Wednesday Judge
Anthony Kennedy E.'S the l04th
Supreme Court justice, ending
a bitter seven-month debate
over the course the nation's
highest bibunal will take into
the 21st century.
The Senate vote was 97~.
Kennedy, 51, will be sworn in
as an associate justice Feb. 18,
taking the seat of Justice
Lewis Powell, whose June 26
retirement left the court
working with eight members
while a bitter struggle raged
over his replacement.
Three Democratic senators
did not vote: Albert Gore of
Tennessee and Paul Simon of
Illinois, who are campaigning
for president, and Joseph
Biden of Delaware, who was
ill. Biden is chairman of the
Senate Judiciary Committee,
which. voted 14-0 Jan. 'J:l in
favor of the nominee.
KENNEDY, A conservative
whose views were thought
moderate to those of President
Reagan's first two selections
for the high court, has sat on
the 9th U.S. Circuit Court of
Appeals in Sacramento, Calif.,
since 1975.
Kennedy'::; confirmation

HE SAID in a statement, "I
am committed to the idea of
the rule of law and to the
American constitutional
system. I can conceive of no
greater honor for an attorney
or a judge than to devote a
career to preserving our
constitutional heritage...
A school spokesman said
·Kennedy still plans to teach a
class on American rights in
Salzburg, Austria, in Jul
when the high court is m
"
recess, as part of McGeorge's
international program.
Kennedy, like Chief Justice
William Rebnquist and Justice
Sandra Day O'Connor, is a
graduate of Stanford. He
received his law degree from
Harvard.

the Disbict of Columbia, was a

:

~~a!r,~~: ;J:diia~

School professor - and as a
result was long touted as a
potential Reagan nominee for
the high court.
However, upon Bork's
selection, a nationwide lobbying campaign by civil
liberties
and
other
organizations fought against
his confonnation, charging
that Bork, once instaWed on
the high court, would roll back
30 years of progress in civil
rights.

Hill as a fit replacement for
Powell, a swing vote on the
divided court who sided with
the liberal wing on such issues
as affirmative action and
abortion but went with the
conservativeS Oll criminal
justice cases.
WHILE WEDNESDAY'S
vote was unanimous, liberal
and conservative senators
found reasQns to fault the

nominee. Sen. Edward Kennedy, D-Mass., said his past
memberships in clubs that
exclude women and minorities
"raises questions about his
sensitivity to the subUe forms
that discrimination can take in
contemporary America."
Nevertheless,
the
Massachusetts Democrat said,
the judge was well qualified
for elevation to the Supreme
Court.

THE SENATE rejected Bork
58-42 Oct. 23, largely because
of his long record of speeches

and judicial writings attacking
high court rulings that
REAGAN SAID in a
statement he is "extremely ~~cr~~V::es~ghts and inpleased" and praised Kennedy
Then Reagan, urged by
as representing "the best some of his own advisers to
traditions of America's· select Kennedy or another
judge less docbinaire, turned
t~~c~~~eathe ~~f:~ ~ Oct. 29 to Douglas Ginsburg,
country well."
41, a Bork colleague on the
The president also said the appeals court and the canSenate "has not only restored didate championed by Atto the nation a full nine- torney General Edwin Meese.
member Supreme Court, it has
Ginsburg, however, proved
reaffirmed this country's an embarrassment; his name
commitment to the r.hilosophy had not even been formally
of judicial restraint. '
submitted to the Senate when
he withdrew Nov. 7 after admitting he used marijuana as a
the direction of the Supreme college student and Harvard
Court when the moderate Law School professor.
Powell retired and Reagan
selected Robert Bork as the
BORK AND Ginsburg were
replacement.
promoted as judges who could
shift the~·h court's balance
REAGAN CAMPAIGNED to the . t into the next
for president in 1980 promising century. ter the two failures,
Reagan, in what becamt! a
~hono~e!::er:~3~: political capitulation, finaily
make law from the bench. turned to the more moderate
Bork, 61, a judge on the U.S. Kennedy.
Circuit Court of Appeals for • Kennedy was seen on Capitol

:rJsfo~ al~(;~~ref~~~ cf:~ fC:~!f:U:J~ =:~~

moment Reagan nominated
him Nov. 11 as a compromise
candidate who could be approved by a Democratcontrolled chamber hoetile to
administration attempts to
steer the court to the right.
Later Wednesday, Kennedy
held a brief news conference at
the McGeorge School of Law in
Sacramento, "where he has
taught constitutional law for 22
years.

Friends say Kennedy
never lost humility
By United Press International

Anthony Kennedy proved the
old maxim "the third time's a
chann" when be was confirmed 97~ by the Senate to be
the nation's lU4th Supreme
Court justice.
Kennedy, 51, a federal appeals court judge in California,
was named by President
fu\nald Reagan on Nov. 11,
1987, to fill the Supreme Court
seat left vacant by the
refuremrot of J~tice ~
Powell.
The Senate Judiciary
Committee approved Kennedy
14-0 on Jan. 27.
The nomination followed the
Senate's firm rejection of
Reagan's first choice, Judge
Robert Bork, 60, and the
withdrawal after nine days of
the president's seco!ld choice,
Judge Douglas Ginsberg, 41,
following his admission that he
smoked marijuana in the 19608
and 197OS.
Kennedy taught constitutional law at McGeorge
School of Law, which is
associated with the University
of the Pacific.
Some of his former law
students recalled that he would
show up for a class dressed as
James Madison, the nation's
fourth president, complete
with long coat and powdered
wig.
He would recite a short
history of the 1787 Constitutional Convention, at
which Madison was a central
figure, then field questions
without ever breaking out of
the role of the former
president.
His friends and colleagues
describe him as a man who.
despite holding an important

judicial post since 1976, never
lost his sense of perspective,
humility and humor.
"He's never developed an
observable ego," said Ron
Zumbrun, prolSident of the
conservative Pacific Legal
Foun.dation. "It's un~ual to
see a jurist at his level with his
threshold of humility."
A former student in Kennedy's constitutional law class
in 1982 said,"He's a brilliant
intellect and has an encyclopedic knowledge of
Supreme Court cases. He was
an excellent teacher - one of
the best I've ever had."
The 9th U.S. Circuit Court of
Appeals on which Kennedy has
served is the largest and
busiest in the country,"
covering nine Western states
and Pacific territories.
Until Reagan appointees

~:anc~~ ~~c:nt CitiO:e
reputation of being the most
liberal in the nation, and its
ojlinions frequently were
overturned by a more c0nservative Supreme Court
Kennedy bas solid eonservative credentials yet has
written few decisions or articles as controversial as those
that stood out in" the c0nfirmation hearing for Bark, the
federal appeals court judge
that the Senate rejected for the
bi~ court 58-42 on Oct. 23,
1981.
Also on the plus side for
avoiding controversy, Kennedy already had ended his 25year membership in San
Francisco's sexually and
racially
discriminatory
Olympic Club.

~.
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Tyson, Spink$ OK title fight;
purse could be $35 million
NEW YORK (UPl) - Heavyweight champion Mike Tyson will fight Michael Spinks in
June in what may be the richest bout in boxin«
history, representatives 01. the two fighters saiQ
Wednesday.
The match would bring together the most
prominent fighters in the heavyweight division
and culminate months of entangled
negotiations. The two camps said a contract
between the unbeaten fighters is to be signed
:m'be~c:.eet when a focmal announcement

''The terms are bein« ~ to writing,"
Butch Lewis, Spinks' promoter, said."1t will be
a relief when it's aclually signed. "
"Wt:'_rejust waiting to get it down on paper,"
said SbeUy Finkel, who will coordinate the
closecH:ircuit tellMsion sales and serves as an
intermediary fOl" Tyson in negotiations between
tJo..ecamllS.
The figbt will take place between J~ 10 and
rI. The IiI,ely sites fOl" the bout are Trump Plaza
in Atlant;;c City, N.J., Caesars Palace and the

Las Vegas Hilton in Las Vegas, Nev., and
Madisoo Square Garden in New York.
Ty!;on first will defend his unified
heavyweight championship March 21 agaimt
Tony Tubbs in Tc*yo.
Sources say the Tysr-AJ-Spinks fight is expected to net between $JO millioo and $35 D'~on
on closed circuit. The richest bout ic boxing
history - Sugar Ra Leooard VB. Marvin
Hagler IastApril-ha!ia purse 01.$31 million.
S inks will be guaranteed around $13 million.
wi~ Tyson's promoter, Don King, getting 10
percent of the profits and the rest gCJing to
Tyson.. King will promote the bout willi Lewis
serving as a co-promoter.
Lewis bas been trying to land a Tysoo-Spina
bout since Spink's fiftb-round kDock.wt 01. Gerry
Coooey in June, but Tyson bas fought three
times since. His co-managet'S, Jim Jacobs and
Bill Cayton, did not begin negotiating seriously
until ~ past two weeks.
Spinks. 32~, br.s not fought since the Cooney
boul

NOTES, from Page 24
effort against Drake moved.
him into sixth place on the
Salukis' all-timescc.ring list
with 1,451 - ts. Middleton
trails CC::lie Vaughn
(2,088), Mike Glenn (1,878),
Joe Meriweather (1,536),
Seymour Bryson (1,535) and
GaryWilsOD (1,513).

Well, the Redbirds could

have a legitimate excuse for

hlm.~rHedidnotelaborate:

(As of Fab_ 3)
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WichIta Slate
Braley
Creighta'I

5-2
4-2
4-2
4-3
4-3
H
1-4
1·8

12-7
13-3
12-8
13-7
10-9
.11
5-13
5-14

IIinoisSlate

SoutMm IIIlnoia
Tulsa
k1diana SIaIB

the lOIN point total. Six ISU
members suffered from
food poisoning before the

IOWA,
''They (Drake) px'Obably
have to sweep this Wf.ekend to
in the race,," Scott said.

~~

~~~~

'!be Bulldogs' No.1 player is
Julie Fitzpatrick, who aloo.g
with Coach Susan Yow, misseil
the 61-53 loss to sru-<: an Jan.
7. Fi~ is averaging 20.1
points.
"We'U have to contain
Fitzpatrick," Scott said. Scott
saii she bas abaudoo.ed the
idea ol using a giJnmick
defease against Fitzpatrick.
''We thought about trying •
triaagle-and-two and box-andoo.e deftsses, but we give ~
too much 8CIIIleIIrbi!ft else. ,
Scott said. ''We're not going to
try a giInmick defense. We're
not much 01. a team fOl" surprises."
Scott has not decided if
Tooda SeaIs 01" Dana Fitzpatrick, who missed two
games to attend her aunt's
funeral services, will start.
Bridgett Bonds, M::;L

=n'na~~=rstart.

Padre Island Vac'ltion
You Drive (to the party)

We Drive (the party
$2..7 _00 sta!1s here)

$165.00

ON THE ISLAND PUB
CUIS INE

457~151

n 7 s. ur:ivetsity

INTERN ATI0NAL

--LUNCH SPE(IAL--

IHURSPAY
Sweet .. Sour Shrimp

with rice or fries
$3.69

f-IUIM!

Teriy..ki, Ywtori or Broiled Chicken
WIth rice or tries

'2.79
- - B A R SPECIAL---

Old style 50(
Pitchers 52.75
Coronil '1.15
Amaretto Sc.!'rs '1.00

I

SaturUy'ava-_
8radIay 81; Orak£
hIana Slate at WIChiIa Slate
Southern IIIilOis at Tulsa

glL"Ile.

Jeff Harris led Dlinois
State with six points.

growdiand-integrity bave- 01. Illinois ltu-ta-apologBe
about anytbiJg," Mackovic
said of the Feb. 5 meeting.
"The school bas done a
masterful job and I think the
NCAA will recognize thal
When I found out what happened, I did not have any
reservations about .:oaching
bere. I doo't think the
university bas lost the game OD
this one, I think it's in pretty
goodfield position."
Mackovic said his tenure as
head coach will be mart.ld by
a commitment to a',.h'1!te
academics and, 01. course, by
an iruprovemw on. the Illinis'
1-7-1l987 record.

strengthened," Stoner said.

"We're confident he will
when be was fired after the provide leadership not oo.Iy
1986 season, said his first DOW but in the future."
On Friday, lllinois will go
priority would be recruiting
and his assistant coaclling before the NCAA's Committee
staff would not be in place fur OD Infractions to determine
about two Weeks.
what, if. anYt penalties the
Illinois Athletics Director scbool shoula be assessed
Neale Stoner, who interviewed because of the recruiting
Mackovic in 1979 when White violatioos that ended White's
won the head coaching job, career at Iilinois. The
lobbied fOl" Mackovic and violations, dating back to
eventually
received January 1985, tame while the
unanimous approval Tuesday school was serving an NCA~
night from the scbool's 17- pro~tion for si:!illar inmember Board of Control. fractions.
"Since (1979), his personal
<I( dOD't think the University

from Page 24-

Jane and MonIC41

6.-~ ~""'_6-,r4.

COACH, from Page 24,~~c:c,u:~:u~

549·4946
CAU:

Salukis remain at sixth

Drake

-Missouri Valley fans
may have done a doubletake last week at the score
~~:~1 win against

. -CORRECTION.
The Campus M.arketi~g ad that appeared on Tues .. '
Feb. 2 was incorrect. The phone number should have
retld;

,,uJ)JtlJtf :I!- r.
"uJ.iJJJ.J

..ll
1

o,.~.

~~. ~.".A. ·'i~~
flr;~~~
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Sticky Buns .65¢ Cinnamon Rolls .65¢
STUDENT CENTER BAKERY
20¢ Coffee for al! Coffee Club Members with
a purchase of a cinnamcn roll or sticky bun.
Monday-Friday 7am-5pm
Quality-Variety-Services

Sports
Saluki women face Northern Iowa

f'

By Troy Taylor
Statf Writer

Women's basketball .coacb Cindy
Scott said she hopes ber team bas
better success pulling away from. the
Gateway Conference field than she bas
had shaking the flu this week.

cclt~~=J:r~~U:i!l.;:

the league leaders: every game is

im.portan~ from. here on out. We're all
under a lot of pressure. "

Scott has not attended some
practice sessions leading up to today's
game at Northern Iowa and Saturday's

game at Drake because of the illness.
Her fever of four days broke
Tuesday, and tOe league-leading
SaJukis are taking that as an omen of
better things ahead
Tbe Salukis, lU overall and 9-2 in
the conference, are tied with Eastern
Illinois and Indiana State for first.
Illinois State, which was upset by
Drake ~74last week, is battling the
Bulldogs for the fourth and last berth in
the conference tournament.
"Drake is in a must-win situation, so
you know they will be sky-bigh," Scott
said "I wish we could play them first."

However; Northern Iowa, a team the
Salukis beat 71-39 on Jan. 9, is the fll'St
obstacle. At stake for the SaJukis is the
cbance to be host to both games of the
conference tournament. The \\'inner of
the tournament gets an automatic bid
to the NCAAs.
"My first concern is getting over
Northern Iowa "Scott said "We don't
want to look pa;t them."
The Salukis bave won nine of the last
10 games by playing strong defense. On
Saturday, the SaJukis held Bradley 26
points below its scoring average of 75.4

Northern Iowa (5-13, 1-10) is led by
Kris Huffman, a junior guard who
averages 17.5 ppg, and Diane Roberts,
a ~or forward at 14.~ ppg.
"We've always played pretty well up
there," Scott said. "Our kids realize
that every game is crucial. Any loss
means we won't be playing at home in
the tournament and we want to play
both games be.-e."
Drake (9-10, 6-5) bas won four of its
last six games, but lost in overtime, 7268, to Indiana State on Saturday.

ppg.

See IOWA, Page 23

IIlinicoach
Two high schoolers top recruiting list tells
staff
Middleton,
to be legal

two others
in last year

CHAMPAIGN. <UPI)
Newly hired Illinois head
football coacb John Mackovic
on Wednesday bad three words
for Illini scouts if they are not
sure of the legality of a certain
recruiting tactic: don't do it.
Mackovic, who was named
the scbool's eighth head coacb
since 1913, wasted no time
expressing his views on the
subject that forced the
resignation of his predecessor,
MikeWbite.
"My responsibility as head
coacb is to make sure that
everybody who works in the
recruiting process understands that we will operate
accOl'ding to the rules," said

By DaweMlller
StatfWrlter
Th~ men's basketball
team !B plannirog to add to
next years incoming class.
"We're definitely going to
sign two, maybe three more
players," assistant coacb
and recruiting coordinator
Bobby McCullum said
Wednesday.
At the top of the Salukis'
recruiting list are two high
scbool players, althqugh 80
percent of the players being
recruited are from junior
colleges, McCullum said.
Most of the top high scbool
players signed during the
fall. In that early period, the
SaJukis signed high scbool
center Tony Harvey and
junior college forward
Barry Dunning.
Steve Middleton, Tim
Richardson and Scott Hesse
are in their last year of
eligibility this season.

Other notes:
-Tbe Salukis, 8-11, have
eight regular season games
and the Missouri Valley
tournament left to reach the
.500 mark.
. "We'd lite to be .500 but 1
cion't know if that's a
possibility," Coach Ricb
Herrmsan "We'regGing to
play them just one at a time.
Every game left is going to
be tough."
The Salukis' 14-14 record
in the 1984-85 season was the
last time the team finished
with a .500 or better mark.

-Kai Nurnberger said he
will be amOlY the 20 to 24

MiI.ckovic, former coach of the
V.ansas City Chicis. "'rna.\.
responsibility is ultimately

mine as the head coach, but

~d ~ery:t:r~or:c:;:~~

St... Middleton (No. 24) scored 35 points Btlalnst Drake Saturday at the Arena.
players invited to try out for
the West German national
team toward the end of May
or early June.
"I'D probably have a good
chance of making the
German national team but I
don't know what chance the
team will have to go to the

Olympics," Nurnberger
said.
European teams Blust
play a round-robin tournament to determine the
four teams that will play in
the Olympics, which will be
held in Seoul, Korea.
In 1984, the West German

team finished fifth in the
European tournament but
played in the OlympiCS in
Los Angeles when the Soviet
Union boycotted the games.
-Middleton's

35-point

See NOTES, Page 23

Bids open for box seat construction
By Jeff Grieser
SlaffWrilBr

. Bids will ~ today for the construction
of a box seailng area at Abe Martin Fiela.
The proposed 72 seat section will be in
front of the clubhouse, whicb was completed in the summer, Mike Perkins,
assistant athletics director for scbeduling
and facilities, S&id.
Perkins said the weather could delay
the construction. "This project will
require bulldozers to dig UD a lot of dirt to
make room for the seats," he said "The
problem with digging up aD that dirt right
now is that with all of this rain we may end
up with a lot of mud."
The seats will be divided into six sections of 12 seats each, with four seats to a
. row, Perkins said
Page 24, Daily Egyptian, February 4, 1988

"We will have removeable railings
located within eacb section," Perkins
said. "That way we can vary the
arrangements within eacb section accordingly. "
Assistant AthlpL.cs Director Bruce
McCutcbeon said the seats will be
distributed among project donors and
athletics boosters.
"The people who make donations to
support SaJuki atrl.:tics, the boosters, are
the ones who will use the seats," McCutcheon said. "It will be a sort of
spom.orship package."
There is concern the seats may not be
finished by the Salukis home opener,
Marcb 24, Perkms said.
"We still have to get the bids and hope
that the weather cooperates. It would be .

kind of tough to bave the construction
unrmished while games are going on," he

said.

"The clubhouse is looking great,"
Perkins said. "It bas new carpeting, a
washer and dryer and a refrigerator.
Some weights and bencbes are expected
to be added soon."
Interim Athletics Director Charlotte
West said in December that SIU~
provided $35,000 for the clubhouse project.
She said last month that the cost of the
seating project bas been "discussed, but
not f1I1Dild up."
She also is cone~ about the
project's completion date. "We're going to
try to make it happen for this spring," she
said.
'

needed to do tht.t.
"Many times it really bolls
down to what's right and
what's wrong. And if there's
ever a doubt about what's
right and what's wrong, my
advice is don't do it, but pick
up the phone and call back
here to find out if it's
something we should be
doing."
Interim Chancellor Morton
Weir said Mackovic was offered the post because of his
football record and his integrity.
"When we started this
process we were looking for a
person that had displayed
outstanding coacbing ability
and a man of exceptional integrity and honesty; " Weir
said "I'm pleased to announce that we have found
such a man in John
Mackovic."
Mackovic, 44, who signed a
five-year contract with the
school, beat a field of about 100
applicants, including lllini
defensive coordinator Howard
Tippett and foreer Northwestern bead coacb and
current San Francisco 4ger
assistant coacb Dennis Green.
Mackovic, wearing a U of I
tie and a gray suit, said he
would like to retain lllini
assistant coacb Bob Gambold.
but that he doubted Tippett
would remain with the
program's staff.
Tippett could not be reached
for comment Wednesda~, but
said Tuesday be woulii not
work with Mackovk. "Maybe
someone else," he said. "But
I've heard en~..:g." about him to
know that I wouldn't work for
See COACH, ~l19. 23

